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BOIJ-SO¨DERBERG THEORY: INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY
GUNNAR FLØYSTAD
Abstract. Boij-So¨derberg theory describes the Betti diagrams of graded mod-
ules over the polynomial ring, up to multiplication by a rational number. Analog
Eisenbud-Schreyer theory describes the cohomology tables of vector bundles on
projective spaces up to rational multiple. We give an introduction and survey of
these newly developed areas.
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Introduction
In November 2006 M.Boij and J.So¨derberg put out on the arXiv a preprint
”Graded Betti numbers of Cohen-Macaulay modules and the multiplicity conjec-
ture”. The paper concerned resolutions of graded modules over the polynomial ring
S = k[x1, . . . , xn] over a field k. It put forth two striking conjectures on the form
of their resolutions. These conjectures and their subsequent proofs have put the
greatest floodlight on our understanding of resolutions over polynomial rings since
the inception of the field in 1890. In this year David Hilbert published his syzygy
theorem stating that a graded ideal over the polynomial ring in n variables has
a resolution of length less than or equal to n. Resolutions of modules both over
the polynomial ring and other rings have since then been one of the pivotal topics
of algebraic geometry and commutative algebra, and more generally in the field of
associative algebras.
For the next half a year after Boij and So¨derberg put out their conjectures, they
were incubating in the mathematical community, and probably not so much exposed
to attacks. The turning point was the conference at MSRI, Berkeley in April 2007
in honor of David Eisenbud 60’th birthday, where the conjectures became a topic of
discussion.
For those familiar with resolutions of graded modules over the polynomial ring, a
complete classification of their numerical invariants, the graded Betti numbers (βij),
seemed a momentous task, completely out of reach (and still does). Perhaps the
central idea of Boij and So¨derberg is this: We don’t try to determine if (βij) are the
graded Betti numbers of a module, but let us see if we can determine if m · (βij) are
the graded Betti numbers of a module if m is some big integer.
This is the idea of stability which has been so successful in stable homotopy theory
in algebraic topology and rational divisor theory in algebraic geometry.
Another way to phrase the idea of Boij and So¨derberg is that we do not determine
the graded Betti numbers (βij) but rather the positive rays t · (βij) where t is a
positive rational number. It is easy to see that these rays form a cone in a suitable
vector space over the rational numbers.
The conjectures of Boij and So¨derberg considered the cone B of such diagrams
coming from modules of codimension c with the shortest possible length of resolution,
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c. This is the class of Cohen-Macaulay modules. The first conjecture states precisely
what the extremal rays of the cone B are. The diagrams on these rays are called
pure diagrams. They are the possible Betti diagrams of pure resolutions,
(1) S(−d0)
β0,d0 ← S(−d1)
β1,d1 ← · · · ← S(−dc)
βc,dc
of graded modules, where the length c is equal to the codimension of the module. To
prove this conjecture involved two tasks. The first is to show that there are vectors
on these rays which actually are Betti diagrams of modules. The second is to show
that these rays account for all the extremal rays in the cone B, in the sense that
any Betti diagram is a positive rational combination of vectors on these rays. This
last part was perhaps what people found most suspect. Eisenbud has said that his
immediate reaction was that this could not be true.
Boij and So¨derberg made a second conjecture giving a refined description of the
cone B. There is a partial order on the pure diagrams, and in any chain in this
partial order the pure diagrams are linearly independent. Pure diagrams in a chain
therefore generate a simplicial cone. Varying over the different chains we then get
a simplicial fan of Betti diagrams. The refinement of the conjectures states that
the realization of this simplicial fan is the positive cone B. In this way each Betti
diagram lies on a unique minimal face of the simplicial fan, and so we get a strong
uniqueness statement on how to write the Betti diagram of a module.
After the MSRI conference in April 2007, Eisenbud and the author independently
started to look into the existence question, to construct pure resolutions whose Betti
diagram is a pure diagram. They came up with the construction of the GL(n)-
equivariant resolution described in Subsection 3.1. Jerzy Weyman was instrumental
in proving the exactness of this resolution and the construction was published in a
joint paper in September 2007 on the arXiv, [11]. In the same paper also appeared
another construction of pure resolutions described in Subsection 3.5.
After this success D. Eisenbud and F.-O. Schreyer went on to work on the other
part of the conjectures. And in December 2007 they published on the arXiv the
proof of the second part of the conjectures of Boij and So¨derberg, [12]. But at least
two more interesting things appeared in this paper. They gave a construction of pure
resolutions that worked in all characteristics. The constructions above, [11] work
only in characteristic zero. But most startling, they discovered a surprising duality
with cohomology tables of algebraic vector bundles on projective spaces. And fairly
parallel to the proof of the second Boij-So¨derberg they were able to give a complete
description of all cohomology tables of algebraic vector bundles on projective spaces,
up to multiplication by a positive rational number.
In the wake of this a range of papers have followed, most of which are discussed
in this survey. But one thing still needs to be addressed. What enticed Boij and
So¨derberg to come up with their conjectures? The origin here lies in an observation
by Huneke and Miller from 1985, that if a Cohen-Macaulay quotient ring of A = S/I
has pure resolution (1) (so d0 = 0 and β0,d0 = 1), then its multiplicity e(A) is equal
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to the surprisingly simple expression
1
c!
·
c∏
i=1
di.
This led naturally to consider resolutions F• of Cohen-Macaulay quotient rings A =
S/I in general. In this case one has in each homological term Fi in the resolution a
maximal twist S(−ai) (so ai is minimal) and a minimal twist S(−bi) occurring. The
multiplicity conjecture of Herzog, Huneke and Srinivasan, see [25] and [26], stated
that the multiplicity of the quotient ring A is in the following range
1
c!
c∏
i=1
ai ≤ e(A) ≤
1
c!
c∏
i=1
bi.
Over the next two decades a substantial number of papers were published on this
treating various classes of rings, and also various generalizations of this conjecture.
But efforts in general did not succeed because of the lack of a strong enough under-
standing of the (numerical) structure of resolutions. Boij and So¨derberg’s central
idea is to see the above inequalities as a projection of convexity properties of the
Betti diagrams of graded Cohen-Macaulay modules: The pure diagrams generate
the extremal rays in the cone of Betti diagrams.
Notation. The graded Betti numbers βij(M) of a finitely generated module M are
indexed by i = 0, . . . , n and j ∈ Z. Only a finite number of these are nonzero. By
a diagram we shall mean a collection of rational numbers (βij), indexed as above,
with only a finite number of them being nonzero.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we give the important
notions, like the graded Betti numbers of a module, pure resolutions and Cohen-
Macaulay modules. Such modules have certain linear constraints on their graded
Betti numbers, the Herzog-Ku¨hl equations, giving a subspace LHK of the space
of diagrams. We define the positive cone B in LHK of Betti diagrams of Cohen-
Macaulay modules. An important technical convenience is that we fix a “window”
on the diagrams, considering Betti diagrams where the βij are nonzero only in a
finite range of indices (i, j). This makes the Betti diagrams live in a finite dimen-
sional vector space. Then we present the Boij-So¨derberg conjectures. We give both
the algorithmic version, concerning the decomposition of Betti diagrams, and the
geometric version in terms of fans.
In Section 2 we define the simplicial fan Σ of diagrams. The goal is to show that
its realization is the positive cone B, and to do this we study the exterior facets of
Σ. The main work of this section is to find the equations of these facets. They are
the key to the duality with algebraic vector bundles, and the form of their equations
are derived from suitable pairings between Betti diagrams and cohomology tables of
vector bundles. The positivity of the pairings proves that the cone B is contained
in the realization of Σ, which is one part of the conjectures.
The other part, that Σ is contained in B, is shown in Section 3 by providing the
existence of pure resolutions. We give in 3.1 the construction of the equivariant
pure resolution of [11], in 3.4 the characteristic free resolution of [12], and in 3.5
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the second construction of [11]. For cohomology of vector bundles, the bundles with
supernatural cohomology play the analog role of pure resolutions. In 3.2 we give the
equivariant construction of supernatural bundles, and in 3.3 the characteristic free
construction of [12].
In Section 4 we first consider the cohomology of vector bundles on projective
spaces, and give the complete classification of such tables up to multiplication by
a positive rational number. The argument runs analogous to what we do for Betti
diagrams. We define the positive cone of cohomology tables C, and the simplicial
fan of tables Γ. We compute the equations of the exterior facets of Γ which again
are derived from the pairings between Betti diagrams and cohomology tables. The
positivity of these pairings show that C ⊆ Γ, and the existence of supernatural
bundles that Γ ⊆ C, showing the desired equality C = Γ.
Section 5 considers extensions of the previous results. First in 5.1 we get the
classification of graded Betti numbers of allmodules up to positive rational multiples.
For cohomology of coherent sheaves there is not yet a classification, but in 5.2
the procedure to decompose cohomology tables of vector bundles is extended to
cohomology tables of coherent sheaves. However this procedure involves an infinite
number of steps, so this decomposition involves an infinite sum.
Section 6 gives more results that have followed in the wake of the conjectures and
their proofs. The ultimate goal, to classify Betti diagrams of modules (not just up to
rational multiple) is considered in 6.1, and consists mainly of examples of diagrams
which are or are not the Betti diagrams of modules. So far we have considered
k[x1, . . . , xn] to be standard graded, i.e. each deg xi = 1. In 6.2 we consider other
gradings and multigradings on the xi. Subsection 6.3 considers the partial order
on pure diagrams, so essential in defining the simplicial fan Σ. In 6.4 we inform
on computer packages related to Boij-So¨derberg theory, and in 6.5 we give some
important open problems.
Acknowledgement. We thank the referee for several corrections and useful sugges-
tions for improving the presentation.
1. The Boij-So¨derberg conjectures
We work over the standard graded polynomial ring S = k[x1, . . . , xn]. For a
graded module M over S, we denote by Md its graded piece of degree d, and by
M(−r) the module where degrees are shifted so that M(−r)d =Md−r.
Note. We shall always assume our modules to be finitely generated and graded.
1.1. Resolutions and Betti diagrams. A natural approach to understand such
modules is to understand their numerical invariants. The most immediate of these
is of course the Hilbert function:
hM(d) = dimkMd.
Another set of invariants is obtained by considering its minimal graded free resolu-
tion:
(2) F0 ← F1 ← F2 ← · · · ← Fl
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Here each Fi is a graded free S-module ⊕j∈ZS(−j)
βij .
Example 1.1. Let S = k[x, y] and M be the quotient ring S/(x2, xy, y3). Then its
minimal resolution is
S
[
x2 xy y3
]
←−−−−−−−−− S(−2)2 ⊕ S(−3)


y 0
−x y2
0 −x


←−−−−−−−− S(−3)⊕ S(−4).
The multiple βi,j of the term S(−j) in the i’th homological part Fi of the res-
olution, is called the i’th graded Betti number of degree j. These Betti numbers
constitute another natural set of numerical invariants, and the ones that are the
topic of the present notes. By the resolution (2) we see that the graded Betti num-
ber determine the Hilbert function of M . In fact the dimension dimkMd is the
alternating sum
∑
(−1)i dimk(Fi)d. The Betti numbers are however more refined
numerical invariants of graded modules than the Hilbert function.
Example 1.2. Let M ′ be the quotient ring S/(x2, y2). Its minimal free resolution is
S ← S(−2)2 ← S(−4).
Then M of Example 1.1 and M ′ have the same Hilbert functions, but their graded
Betti numbers are different.
The Betti numbers are usually displayed in an array. The immediate natural
choice is to put βi,j in the i’th column and j’th row, so the diagram of Example 1.1
would be:
0
1
2
3
4
0 1 2

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 2 0
0 1 1
0 0 1


However, to reduce the number of rows, one uses the convention that the i’th
column is shifted i steps up. Thus βi,j is put in the i’th column and the j− i’th row.
Alternatively, βi,i+j is put in the i’th column and j’th row. So the diagram above is
displayed as :
(3)
0
1
2
0 1 2
1 0 00 2 1
0 1 1


A Betti diagram has columns indexed by 0, . . . , n and rows indexed by elements
of Z, but any Betti diagram (of a finitely generated graded module) is nonzero only
in a finite number of rows. Our goal is to understand the possible Betti diagrams
that can occur for Cohen-Macaulay modules. This objective seems however as of
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yet out of reach. The central idea of Boij-So¨derberg theory is rather to describe
Betti diagrams up to a multiple by a rational number. I.e. we do not determine if
a diagram β is a Betti diagram of a module, but we will determine if qβ is a Betti
diagram for some positive rational number q. By Hilbert’s Syzygy Theorem we know
that the length l of the resolution (2) is ≤ n. Thus we consider Betti diagrams to
live in the Q-vector space D = ⊕j∈ZQ
n+1, with the βij as coordinate functions. An
element in this vector space, a collection of rational numbers (βij)i=0,...,n,j∈Z where
only a finite number is nonzero, is called a diagram.
1.2. The positive cone of Betti diagrams. We want to make our Betti diagram
live in a finite dimensional vector space, so we fix a “window” in D as follows. Let
c ≤ n and Zc+1deg be the set of strictly increasing integer sequences (a0, . . . , ac) in
Zc+1. Such an element is called a degree sequence. Then Zc+1deg is a partially ordered
set with a ≤ b if ai ≤ bi for all i = 0, . . . , c.
Definition 1.3. For a,b in Zc+1deg let D(a,b) be the set of diagrams (βij)i=0,...,n,j∈Z
such that βij may be nonzero only in the range 0 ≤ i ≤ c and ai ≤ j ≤ bi.
We see that D(a,b) is simply the Q-vector space with basis elements indexed
by the pairs (i, j) in the range above determined by a and b. The diagram of
Example 1.1, displayed above in (3), lives in the window D(a,b) with a = (0, 1, 2)
and b = (0, 3, 4) (or a any triple ≤ (0, 1, 2) and b any triple ≥ (0, 3, 4)).
If the module M has codimension c, equivalently its Krull dimension is n− c, the
depth of M is ≤ n− c. By the Auslander-Buchsbaum theorem, [8], the length of the
resolution is l ≥ c. To make things simple we assume that l has its smallest possible
value l = c or equivalently that M has depth equal to the dimension n − c. This
gives the class of Cohen-Macaulay (CM) modules.
Definition 1.4. Let a and b be in Zc+1deg .
• L(a,b) is the Q-vector subspace of the window D(a,b) spanned by the Betti
diagrams of CM-modules of codimension c, whose Betti diagrams are in this
window.
• B(a,b) is the set of non-negative rays spanned by such Betti diagrams.
Lemma 1.5. B(a,b) is a cone.
Proof. We must show that if β1 and β2 are in B(a,b) then q1β1 + q2β2 is in B(a,b)
for all positive rational numbers q1 and q2.
This is easily seen to be equivalent to the following: Let M1 and M2 be CM-
modules of codimension c with Betti diagrams in D(a,b). Show that c1β(M1) +
c2β(M2) is in B(a,b) for all natural numbers c1 and c2. But this linear combination
is clearly the Betti diagram of the CM-module M c11 ⊕M
c2
2 of codimension c. And
clearly this linear combination is still in the window D(a,b). 
Our main objective is to describe this cone.
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1.3. Herzog-Ku¨hl equations. Now given a resolution (2) of a module M , there
are natural relations its Betti numbers βij must fulfil. First of all if the codimension
c ≥ 1, then clearly the alternating sum of the ranks of the Fi must be zero. I.e.∑
i,j
(−1)iβij = 0.
When the codimension c ≥ 2 we get more numerical restrictions. Since M has
dimension n− c, its Hilbert series is of the form hM(t) =
p(t)
(1−t)n−c
, where p(t) is some
polynomial. This may be computed as the alternating sum of the Hilbert series of
each of the terms in the resolution (2):
hM(t) =
∑
j β0jt
j
(1− t)n
−
∑
j β1jt
j
(1− t)n
+ · · ·+ (−1)l
∑
j βljt
j
(1 − t)n
.
Multiplying with (1− t)n we get
(1− t)cp(t) =
∑
i,j
(−1)iβijt
j .
Differentiating this successively and setting t = 1, gives the equations
(4)
∑
i,j
(−1)ijpβij = 0, p = 0, . . . , c− 1.
These equations are the Herzog-Ku¨hl equations for the Betti diagram (βij) of a
module of codimension c.
We denote by LHK(a,b) the Q-linear subspace of diagrams in D(a,b) fulfilling
the Herzog-Ku¨hl equations (4). Note that L(a,b) is a subspace of LHK(a,b). We
shall show that these spaces are equal.
1.4. Pure resolutions. Now we shall consider a particular case of the resolution
(2). Let d = (d0, . . . , dl) be a strictly increasing sequence of integers, a degree
sequence. The resolution (2) is pure if it has the form
S(−d0)
β0,d0 ← S(−d1)
β1,d1 ← · · · ← S(−dl)
βl,dl .
By a pure diagram (of type d) we shall mean a diagram such that for each column
i there is only one nonzero entry βi,di, and the di form an increasing sequence. We
see that a pure resolution gives a pure Betti diagram.
When M is CM of codimension c, the Herzog-Ku¨hl equations give the following
set of equations 

1 −1 · · · (−1)c
d0 −d1 · · · (−1)
cdc
...
...
dc−10 −d
c−1
1 · · · (−1)
cdc−1c




β0,d0
β1,d1
...
βc,dc

 .
This is a c×(c+1) matrix of maximal rank. Hence there is only a one-dimensional
Q-vector space of solutions. The solutions may be found by computing the maximal
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minors which are Vandermonde determinants and we find
βi,di = (−1)
i · t ·
∏
k 6=i
1
(dk − di)
where t ∈ Q. When t > 0 all these are positive. Let π(d) be the diagram which is the
smallest integer solution to the equations above. As we shall see pure resolutions
and pure diagrams play a central role in the description of Betti diagrams up to
rational multiple.
1.5. Linear combinations of pure diagrams. The rays generated by the π(d)
turn out to be exactly the extremal rays in the cone B(a,b). Thus any Betti diagram
is a positive linear combination of pure diagrams. Let us see how this works in an
example.
Example 1.6. If the diagram of Example 1.1
β =
0
1
2

1 0 00 2 1
0 1 1


is a positive linear combination of pure diagrams π(d), the only possibilities for
these diagrams are
π(0, 2, 3) =

1 0 00 3 2
0 0 0

 , π(0, 2, 4) =

1 0 00 2 0
0 0 1

 , π(0, 3, 4) =

1 0 00 0 0
0 4 3

 .
Note that by the natural partial order on degree sequences we have
(0, 2, 3) < (0, 2, 4) < (0, 3, 4).
To find this linear combination we proceed as follows. Take the largest positive
multiple c1 of π(0, 2, 3) such that β − c1π(0, 2, 3) is still non-negative. We see that
c1 = 1/2 and get
β1 = β −
1
2
π(0, 2, 3) =

1/2 0 00 1/2 0
0 1 1

 .
Then take the largest possible multiple c2 of π(0, 2, 4) such that β1 − c2π(0, 2, 4) is
non-negative. We see that c2 = 1/4 and get
β2 = β −
1
2
π(0, 2, 3)−
1
4
π(0, 2, 4) =

1/4 0 00 0 0
0 1 3/4

 .
Taking the largest multiple c3 of π(0, 3, 4) such that β2− c3π(0, 3, 4) is non-negative,
we see that c3 = 1/4 and the last expression becomes the zero diagram. Thus we
get β as a positive rational combination of pure diagrams
β =
1
2
π(0, 2, 3) +
1
4
π(0, 2, 4) +
1
4
π(0, 3, 4).
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The basic part of Boij-So¨derberg theory says that this procedure will always work:
It gives a non-negative linear combination of pure diagrams. We proceed to develop
this in more detail. With Zc+1deg equipped with the natural partial order, we get for
a,b ∈ Zc+1deg the interval [a,b]deg consisting of all degree sequences d with a ≤ d ≤
b. The diagrams π(d) where d ∈ [a,b]deg are the pure diagrams in the window
determined by a and b.
Example 1.7. If a = (0, 2, 3) and b = (0, 3, 4), the vector space D(a,b) consists of
the diagrams which may be nonzero in the positions marked by ∗ below.
∗ 0 00 ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗

 ,
and so is five-dimensional. The Herzog-Ku¨hl equations for the diagrams (c = 2) are
the following two equations
β0,0 − (β1,2 + β1,3) + (β2,3 + β2,4) = 0
0 · β0,0 − (2β1,2 + 3β1,3) + (3β2,3 + 4β2,4) = 0
These are linearly independent and so LHK(a,b) will be three-dimensional. On
the other hand the diagrams π(0, 2, 3), π(0, 2, 4) and π(0, 3, 4) are clearly linearly
independent in this vector space and so they form a basis for it. This is a general
phenomenon.
The linear space LHK(a,b) (and as will turn out L(a,b)) may be described as
follows.
Proposition 1.8. Given any maximal chain
a = d1 < d2 < · · · < dr = b
in [a,b]deg. The associated pure diagrams
π(d1), π(d2), . . . , π(dr)
form a basis for LHK(a,b). The length of such a chain, and hence the dimension
of the latter vector space is r = 1 +
∑
(bi − ai).
Proof. Let β be a solution of the HK-equations contained in the window D(a,b).
The vectors d1 and d2 differ in one coordinate, suppose it is the i’th coordinate, so
d1 = (· · · , d1i , · · · ) and d
2 = (· · · , d1i+1, · · · ). Let c1 be such that β1 = β−c1π(d
1) is
zero in position (i, d1i ). Then β1 is contained in the window D(d
2,b) and d2, . . . ,dr
is a maximal chain in [d2,b]deg. We may proceed by induction and in the end get
βr−1 contained in [b,b]deg. Then βr−1 is pure and so is a multiple of π(d
r). In
conclusion
β =
r∑
i=1
ciπ(d
i).
To see that the π(di) are linearly independent, note that π(d1) is not a linear
combination of the π(di) for i ≥ 2 since π(d1) is nonzero in position (i, d1i ) while
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the π(di) for i ≥ 2 are zero in this position. Hence a dependency must involve only
π(di) for i ≥ 2. But then we may proceed by induction. 
1.6. The Boij-So¨derberg conjectures. The first part of the original Boij-So¨derberg
conjectures states the following.
Theorem 1.9. For every degree sequence d, a strictly increasing sequence of integers
(d0, . . . , dc), there exists a Cohen-Macaulay module M of codimension c with pure
resolution of type d.
We shall in Section 3 give an overview of the constructions of such resolutions,
making the conjecture a theorem.
Corollary 1.10. The linear space L(a,b) is equal to LHK(a,b).
Proof. The diagram π(d) may now be realized, up to multiplication by a scalar, as
the Betti diagram of a Cohen-Macaulay module. 
The second part of the Boij-So¨derberg conjectures says the following.
Theorem 1.11. Let M be a Cohen-Macaulay module of codimension c with Betti
diagram β(M) in D(a,b). There is a unique chain
d1 < d2 < · · · < dr
in [a,b]deg such that β(M) is uniquely a linear combination
c1π(d
1) + c2π(d
2) + · · ·+ crπ(d
r)
where the ci are positive rational numbers.
Remark 1.12. When M is any graded module of codimension ≥ c, the same essen-
tially holds true, but one must allow degree sequences di in Zpdeg where p ranges over
c+ 1, . . . , n+ 1. See Subsection 5.1.
Remark 1.13. Combining this with Theorem 1.9 we see that there are modules Mi
with pure resolution of type di such that for suitable multiples p and pi then M
p
and ⊕iM
pi
i have the same Betti diagram.
1.7. Algorithmic interpretation. As a consequence of Theorem 1.11 we get a
simple algorithm to find this unique decomposition, which is the way we did it in
Example 1.6. This algorithm, with interesting consequences, is presented in [12,
Section 1]. For a diagram β, for each i let di be the minimal j such that βij is
nonzero. This gives a sequence d(β) = (d0, d1, . . . , dc), the lower bound of β.
Example 1.14. Below the nonzero positions of β is indicated by ∗’s.
0
1
2
3


∗ ∗ 0 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 ∗ ∗


Then d(β) = (0, 1, 3, 5, 6).
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There is a pure Betti diagram π(d(β)) and let c(β) > 0 be the maximal number
such that β ′ = β − c(β)π(d(β)) is nonnegative.
Let M be a Cohen-Macaulay module. The algorithm is now as follows.
1. Let β = β(M) and i = 1.
2. Compute di := d(β) and ci := c(β). Then di will be a strictly increasing
sequence. Let β := β − ciπ(di).
3. If β is nonzero let i := i+ 1 and continue with Step 2. Otherwise stop.
The output will then be the unique decomposition
β(M) = c1π(d1) + c2π(d2) + · · ·+ crπ(dr).
1.8. Geometric interpretation. Since for any chain D : d1 < d2 < · · · < dr in
[a,b]deg the Betti diagrams π(d
1), . . . , π(dr) are linearly independent diagrams in
D(a,b), their positive rational linear combinations give a simplicial cone σ(D) in
D(a,b), which actually is in the subspace LHK(a,b). Two such cones will intersect
along another such cone, which is the content of the following.
Proposition 1.15. The set of simplicial cones σ(D) where D ranges over all chains
d1 < · · · < dr in [a,b]deg form a simplicial fan, which we denote as Σ(a,b).
Proof. Let D be a chain like above and E another chain e1 < · · · < es in [a,b]deg.
We shall show that σ(D) and σ(E) intersect in σ(D ∩ E). So consider
β =
∑
ciπ(d
i) =
∑
c′iπ(e
i)
in the intersection. By omitting elements in the chain we may assume all ci and c
′
i
positive. Then the lower bound of β which we denoted d(β), will be d1. But it will
also be e1, and so e1 = d1. Assume say that c1 ≤ c
′
1. Let β
′ = β − c1π(d
1). Then
β ′ is in σ(D\{d1}) and in σ(E). By induction on the sum of the cardinalities of D
and E, we get that β ′ is in σ(D ∩ E\{d1}) and so β is in σ(D ∩ E). 
We now get the following description of the positive cone B(a,b).
Theorem 1.16. a. The realization of the fan Σ(a,b) is contained in the posi-
tive cone B(a,b).
b. The positive cone B(a,b) is contained in the realization of the fan Σ(a,b).
In conclusion the realization of the fan Σ(a,b) is equal to the positive cone B(a,b).
It may seem overly pedantic to express it in this way but the reason should be
clear from the proof.
Proof. Part a. is equivalent to the first part of the Boij-So¨derberg conjectures, The-
orem 1.9. Part b. is equivalent to the second part of the Boij-So¨derberg conjectures,
Theorem 1.11. 
2. The exterior facets of the Boij-So¨derberg fan and their
supporting hyperplanes
In order to prove Theorem 1.11, which is equivalent to part b. of Theorem 1.16,
we must describe the exterior facets of the Boij-So¨derberg fan Σ(a,b) and their
supporting hyperplanes.
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2.1. The exterior facets. Let D : d1 < · · · < dr be a maximal chain in [a,b]deg.
The positive rational linear combinations of the pure diagrams π(d1), . . . , π(dr) is a
maximal simplicial cone σ(D) in the Boij-So¨derberg fan Σ(a,b). The facets of the
cone σ(D) are the cones σ(D\{di}) for i = 1, . . . , r. We call such a facet exterior if
it is on only one simplicial cone in the fan Σ(a,b).
Example 2.1. Let a = (0, 1, 3) and b = (0, 3, 4). The Hasse diagram of the poset
[a,b]deg is the diagram.
bc
bc
bc
bc
bc
(0, 3, 4)
(0, 2, 3)
(0, 1, 3)
(0, 1, 4)
(0, 2, 4)
There are two maximal chains in this diagram
D : (0, 1, 3) < (0, 2, 3) < (0, 2, 4) < (0, 3, 4)
E : (0, 1, 3) < (0, 1, 4) < (0, 2, 4) < (0, 3, 4)
so the realisation of the Boij-So¨derberg fan consists of the union of two simplicial
cones of dimension four. We intersect this transversally with a hyperplane to get
a three-dimension picture of this as the union of two tetrahedra. (The vertices are
labelled by the pure diagrams on their rays.)
π(0, 3, 4)
π(0, 1, 4)
π(0, 1, 3)
π(0, 2, 3)
π(0, 2, 4)
There is one interior facet of the fan, while all other facets are exterior. The
exterior facets are of three types. We give an example of each case by giving the
chain.
1. D\{(0, 1, 3)}. Here we omit the minimal element a. Clearly this can only be
completed to a maximal chain in one way so this gives an exterior facet.
2. E\{(0, 2, 4)}. This chain contains (0, 1, 4) and (0, 3, 4). Clearly the only way
to complete this to a maximal chain is by including (0, 2, 4), so this gives an
exterior facet.
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3. D\{(0, 2, 4)}. This contains (0, 2, 3) and (0, 3, 4). When completing this to
a maximal chain clearly one must first increase the last 3 in (0, 2, 3) to 4,
giving (0, 2, 4). So D is the only maximal chain containing this.
The following tells that these three types are the only ways of getting exterior
facets.
Proposition 2.2. Let D be a maximal chain in [a,b]deg and f ∈ D. Then σ(D\{f})
is an exterior facet iff one of the following holds.
1. f is either a or b.
2. The degree sequences of f− and f+ immediately before and after f in D differ
in exactly one position. So for some r we have
f− = (· · · , r − 1, · · · ), f = (· · · , r, · · · ), f+ = (· · · , r + 1, · · · ).
3. The degree sequences of f− and f+ immediately before and after f in D differ
in exactly two adjacent positions such that in these two positions there is an
integer r such that
f− = (· · · , r − 1, r, · · · ), f = (· · · , r − 1, r + 1, · · · ), f+ = (· · · , r, r + 1, · · · ).
In Case 3. we denote the exterior facet by facet(f, τ) where τ is the position of
the number r − 1 in f .
Proof. That these cases give exterior facets is immediate as in the discussion of the
example above. That this is the only way to achieve exterior facets is also easy to
verify. 
2.2. The supporting hyperplanes. If σ is full dimensional simplicial cone in a
vector space L, each facet of σ is contained in a unique hyperplane, which is the
kernel of a nonzero linear functional h : L→ k.
We shall apply this to the cones σ(D) in LHK(a,b), and find the equations of
the hyperplanes H defining the exterior facets of σ(D). Actually we consider the
inclusion σ(D) ⊆ LHK(a,b) ⊆ D(a,b) and rather find a hyperplane H ′ in D(a,b)
with H = H ′ ∩ LHK(a,b). The equation of such a hyperplane is not unique up
to constant however. Since LHK(a,b) is cut out by the Herzog-Ku¨hl equations, we
may add any linear combinations of these equations, say ℓ, and get a new equation
h′′ = h′+ℓ defining another hyperplaneH ′′ ⊆ D(a,b) which still intersects LHK(a,b)
in H . In Cases 1. and 2. of Proposition 2.2 there turns out to be a unique natural
choice for the hyperplane, while in Case 3. there are two distinguished hyperplanes.
Example 2.3. We continue Example 2.1 and look at the various types of exterior
facets of Proposition 2.2.
1. In the chain
D : (0, 1, 3) < (0, 2, 3) < (0, 2, 4) < (0, 3, 4)
if we look at the facet of σ(D) we get by removing (0, 1, 3), the natural
equation for a hyperplane in D(a,b) is β1,1 = 0. This hyperplane contains
π(0, 2, 3), π(0, 2, 4), and π(0, 3, 4), but it does not contain π(0, 1, 3). We
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may get other equations by adding linear combinations of the Herzog-Ku¨hl
equations but this equation is undoubtedly the simplest one.
2. In the chain
E : (0, 1, 3) < (0, 1, 4) < (0, 2, 4) < (0, 3, 4)
if we consider the facet of σ(D) we get by removing (0, 2, 4), the natural
equation for a supporting hyperplane is β1,2 = 0.
3. In the case that we remove f = (0, 2, 4) from D things are more refined.
There turns out to be two linear functionals on D(a,b) which define two dis-
tinguished hyperplanes, called respectively the upper and lower hyperplanes.
We will represent the equation of a hyperplane in D(a,b) by giving the co-
efficients of the βij. To describe the upper hyperplane note that the Betti
diagram of the sequence f+ = (0, 3, 4) immediately after f is
−1
0
1
2


0 0 0
1∗ 0 0
0 0− 0−
0 4+ 3+


The nonzero entries of the diagram have been additionally labelled with
∗,+ and +. Similarly the nonzero positions of π(f−) will be labelled by
∗,− and −. Thinking of the Betti diagram as stretching infinitely upwards
and downwards, the zeros in the diagram for f+ are divided into an upper
and lower part. The equation of the upper hyperplane, the upper equation
will have possible nonzero values only in the upper part of f+ (marked with
normalsized ∗’s):
-2 * * *
-1 * * *
0 0∗ * *
1 0 ∗− ∗−
2 0 0+ 0+
Remark 2.4. The choice of facet equation βij = 0 for exterior facets of type 1 and 2
and of the upper equation for exterior facets of type 3 is further justified in the last
paragraph of Subsection 5.1. The Betti diagrams of all graded modules whose Betti
diagram is in the window D(a,b), generate a full-dimensional cone in this window.
The exterior facet types above have corresponding larger facets in this cone, and the
equations above give the unique (up to scalar) equations of these larger facets.
Before proceeding to find the upper hyperplane equation, we note the following
which says that the choice of window bounds a and b does not have any essential
effect on the exterior facets, and that the exterior facets of type 3 essentially only
depend on the f omitted and not on the chain.
Lemma 2.5. Consider facets of type 3 in Proposition 2.2.
a. If D and E are two maximal chains in [a,b]deg which both contain the sub-
sequence f− < f < f+, the exterior facets σ(D\{f}) and σ(E\{f}) define
the same hyperplane in LHK(a,b).
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b. Let a′ ≤ a ≤ b ≤ b′ and suppose D′ is a maximal chain in [a′,b′]deg restrict-
ing to D in [a,b]deg. If H
′ in D(a′,b′) is a hyperplane defining σ(D′\{f}),
then H ′ ∩ D(a,b) is a hyperplane defining σ(D\{f}).
Proof. As for part b. σ(D\{f}) is a subset of σ(D′\{f}) and so is contained in
H ′. But H ′ does not contain LHK(a,b) since H ′ does not contain π(f) which is
contained in this linear space, and so H ′ ∩ LHK(a,b) is a hyperplane in LHK(a,b).
Thus H ′ ∩ D(a,b) is a hyperplane in D(a,b) defining σ(D\{f}).
For part a. note that if D is the chain
a = d1 < · · · < dp−1 = f− < f < f+ = dp+1 < · · · < dr = b
the space L− spanned by π(d1), . . . , π(dp−1) is by Proposition 1.8 equal to LHK(a, f−),
and so depends only on a and f−. Similarly L+ spanned by π(dp+1), . . . , π(dr) is
equal to LHK(f+,b). The hyperplane of σ(D\{f}) is then spanned by L− and L+,
which depends only on f , f+, f−, a and b. 
Example 2.6. Let us return to Example 2.3 to find the hyperplane equations when
we remove f = (0, 2, 4) from D. By the previous proposition we may as well assume
that a is some tuple with small coordinates and b is a tuple with large coordinates.
The upper hyperplane equation hup, which has the form given in (2.3), does not
vanish on π(f) but will, by Lemma 2.5 vanish on π(g) when g < f . In particular it
vanishes on
π(f−) = π(0, 2, 3) =
−1
0
1

 0 0 01∗ 0 0
0 3− 2−

 ,
and so the coefficients of hup must have the form
-2 * * *
-1 * * *
0 0 * *
1 0 2α -3α
where α is some nonzero constant, which we may as well take to be α = 1. Also hup
must vanish on
π(0, 1, 3) =
0
1
[
2 3 0
0 0 1
]
.
Thus shows that the coefficients of hup must be
-2 * * *
-1 * * *
0 0 1 *
1 0 2 -3
.
We may continue with an element just before (0, 1, 3) in a maximal chain, say
(0, 1, 2). Since
π(0, 1, 2) = 0
[
1 2 1
]
.
we get that the coefficients of hup are
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-2 * * *
-1 * * *
0 0 1 -2
1 0 2 -3
.
In this way we may continue and hup will be uniquely determined in all positions
in the window determined by a and b. We find that the coefficients of hup is given
by the diagram:
-3 3 -2 1
-2 2 -1 0
-1 1 0 -1
0 0∗ 1 -2
1 0 2− -3−
2 0 0+ 0+.
In order to find the lower equation, we may in a similar way consider the diagram
of π(f−)
−1
0
1
2


0 0 0
1∗ 0 0
0 3− 2−
0 0+ 0+

 .
Again thinking of the Betti diagram as stretching infinitely upwards and downwards,
the positions with zero are divided into an upper and a lower part. There is a unique
hyperplane defined by a linear form hlow which may have nonzero entries only in the
lower part of the diagram of π(f−). We find that the coefficients of hlow are given
by the following.
0 0∗ 0 0
1 -1 0− 0−
2 -2 3+ −4+
3 -3 4 -5
4 -4 5 -6
5 -5 6 -7
.
Proposition 2.7. Let f− < f < f+ be the degree sequence as in part 3 of Propo-
sition 2.2. There is a unique hyperplane in D(a,b), the upper hyperplane, that
contains facet(f, τ) and whose equation has coefficient zero of βi,j for all j ≥ f
+
i .
Proof. This is done as in the example by choosing any chain f− = dp−1 > dp−2 >
· · · > d1 = a and making the equation of the hyperplane vanish on the elements of
this chain. Lemma 2.5 shows that we get the same hyperplane equation independent
of the choice of chain. 
A regular feature of the equations is that the diagonals from lower left to upper
right have the same absolute values but alternating signs in the range where they
are nonzero.
Lemma 2.8. Let bij be the coefficient of βij in the upper equation hup. If j < f
+
i
then bi+1,j = −bi,j.
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Proof. Both hup and hlow are equations of the same hyperplane in the subspace
LHK(a,b). A linear combination of them, in our examples hup+hlow, then vanishes
on this space and so must be a linear combination of the Herzog-Ku¨hl equations (4).
But looking at these equations we see that the coefficient of βi+1,j and βi,j always
have the same absolute value but different signs. 
What are the explicit forms of the facet equations, i.e. what determines the num-
bers occurring in these equations? We are interested in this because each supporting
hyperplane H defines a halfspace H+ and the intersection of all these halfspaces is a
positive cone contained in the Boij-So¨derberg fan Σ(a,b). We will be able to show
that each Betti diagram of a module is in all the positive halfspaces. This shows
that the positive cone B(a,b) is contained in the realization of Σ(a,b), so we obtain
part b. of Theorem 1.11.
The numbers in the example above are too simple to make any deductions as to
what governs them in general. A more sophisticated example is the following.
Example 2.9. The upper equation of facet((−1, 0, 2, 3), 1) has coefficients:
U :
-4 21 -12 5 0
-3 12 -5 0 3
-2 5 0 -3 4
-1 0∗ 3− −4− 3
0 0 0+ 0+ 0∗
where in U the superscripts ∗ and + indicate the nonzero parts of π(f+), while
the ∗ and − indicate the nonzero parts of π(f−). The polynomial ring in this case
is S = k[x1, x2, x3]. Eisenbud and Schreyer, [12], recognised the numbers in this
diagram as the Hilbert functions of the homology modules of the complex
(5) E : E0 = S(1)5
d
−→ S(2)3 = E1
for a general map d.
The homology table of this complex is :
d -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
dimk(H
1E)d 0 3 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
dimk(H
0E)d 0 0 0 0 0 5 12 21 32 45.
Two features of this cohomology table that we note are the following. The dimen-
sions of (H0E)d are the values of the Hilbert polynomial of H
0E for d ≥ 1. This
Hilbert polynomial is
5
(
d+ 3
2
)
− 3
(
d+ 4
2
)
= (d− 1)(d+ 3).
This polynomial also gives the dimensions of H1E in the degrees d = −2,−1, 0 but
with opposite sign. Note also that the roots of this polynomial are 1 and −3 which
are the negatives of the first and last entry in the degree sequence (−1, 0, 2, 3) that
we consider. In fact the lower and upper facet equations are now fairly simple to
describe.
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Given a sequence z : z1 > z2 > · · · > zc−1 of integers. It gives a polynomial
p(d) =
c−1∏
i=1
(d− zi).
Let H(z) be the diagram in D such that:
• The value in position (0, d) is p(−d).
• The entries in positions (i+1, d) and (i, d) for i = 0, . . . , c−1 have the same
absolute values but opposite signs.
Example 2.10. When c = 3 and p(d) = (d − 1)(d + 3) the diagram H(z) is the
following rotated 90◦ counterclockwise
6 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3
· · · 5 0 -3 -4 -3 0 5 12 21 32 · · ·
· · · -12 -5 0 3 4 3 0 -5 -12 -21 · · ·
· · · 21 12 5 0 -3 -4 -3 0 5 12 · · ·
· · · -32 -21 -12 -5 0 3 4 3 0 -5 · · ·
Now given a facet(f, τ) of the Boij-So¨derberg-fan. Associated to the sequence of
integers
fˆ : −f0 > −f1 > · · · > −fτ−1 > −fτ+2 > · · · > −fc
we get a H(fˆ). Let U(f, τ) be the diagram we get by making all entries of H(fˆ)
on and below the positions occupied by π(f+) equal to zero. Explicitly U(f, τ)ij =
H(fˆ)ij for j < f
+
i and U(f, τ)ij = 0 otherwise. The associated linear form is then:
(6)
∑
i<τ
d<fi
(−1)iβi,dp(−d) +
∑
i=τ
d≤fτ
(−1)iβi,dp(−d) +
∑
i>τ
d<fi
(−1)iβi,dp(−d).
Proposition 2.11. The upper equation hup of facet(f, τ) has coefficients given by
the diagram U(f, τ). The coefficients of the lower facet equation is H(fˆ)− U(f, τ).
Proof. First note that hup(π(f)) is nonzero. If the degree sequence f
′ ≥ f+ then
clearly hup(π(f
′)) = 0. When f ′ ≤ f− it is shown in [12, Theorem 7.1] that
hup(π(f
′)) = 0. 
2.3. Pairings of vector bundles and resolutions. In order to prove Proposition
2.11 we had to show that the hyperplane equation hup given by U(f, τ) is positive
on π(f) and vanishes on the other π(f ′). With the explicit forms we have for all
these expressions this could be done with numerical calculations. However to prove
Theorem 1.11 we need to show that the form given by hup is non-negative on all
Betti diagrams of Cohen-Macaulay modules.
In order to prove this positivity we must go beyond the numerics. It then appears
that if β is a Betti diagram, the linear functional determined by U(f, τ) evaluated
on β arises from a pairing between a Betti diagram and the cohomology table of a
vector bundle. This is the fruitful viewpoint which enables us to show the desired
positivity.
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Example 2.12. Going back to the complex (5), if we sheafify this complex to get a
complex of direct sums of line bundles on the projective plane P2
E˜ : OP2(1)
5 d˜−→ OP2(2)
3,
the map d˜ is surjective and so the only nonvanishing homology is E = H0(E˜). The
table below is the cohomology table of the vector bundle E .
d · · · -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 · · ·
dimkH
2E(d) · · · 21 12 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
dimkH
1E(d) · · · 0 0 0 0 3 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
dimkH
0E(d) · · · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 12 21 32 45 · · · .
and the values are the absolute values of (d − 1)(d + 3). This is an example of a
bundle with supernatural cohomology as we now define.
Definition 2.13. Let
z1 > z2 > · · · > zm
be a sequence of integers. A vector bundle E on the projective space Pm has super-
natural cohomology if:
a. The Hilbert polynomial is χE(d) = r
0
m!
·
∏m
i=1(d− zi) for a constant r
0 which
must be the rank of E .
b. For each d let i be such that zi > d > zi+1. Then
H iE(d) =
{
r0
m!
·
∏m
i=1 |d− zi|, zi > d > zi+1
0, otherwise
The sequence z1 > z2 > · · · > zm is called the root sequence of the bundle E .
In particular we see that for each d there is at most one nonvanishing cohomology
group. We show in Section 3 that for any sequence z of strictly decreasing integers
such a vector bundle exists.
Remark 2.14. The naturality of the notion of supernatural cohomology for a vector
bundle, may be seen from the fact that it is equivalent to its Tate resolution, see
Subsection 6.5, being pure, i.e. each cohomological term in the Tate resolution, a
free module over the exterior algebra, being generated in a single degree.
Proposition 2.11 and the explicit form (6) just before it, may now be translated
to the following.
Proposition 2.15. For a facet(f, τ,) let E be a vector bundle on Pc−1 with super-
natural cohomology and root sequence
−f0 > −f1 > · · · > −fτ−1 > −fτ+2 > · · · > −fc.
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Let γi,d = H
iE(d) and γ≤i,d the alternating sum γ0,d − γ1,d + · · · + (−1)
iγi,d. The
upper facet equation hup(β) is defined by the linear form∑
i<τ
d<fi
(−1)iβi,dγ≤i,−d +
∑
d≤fτ
(−1)τβτ,dγ≤τ,−d +
∑
d<fτ+1
(−1)τ+1βτ+1,dγ≤τ,−d
+
∑
i>τ+1
d<fi
(−1)iβi,dγ≤i−2,−d .
To understand this as a special case of the upcoming (7), we may note the fol-
lowing.
• γ≤i,−d = 0 when i < τ and d ≥ fi.
• γ≤τ−1,−d = 0 when d > fτ .
• γ≤i−2,−d = 0 when i > τ + 1 and d ≥ fi.
By studying many examples and a leap of insight, Eisenbud and Schreyer defined
for any integer e and 0 ≤ τ ≤ n − 1 a pairing 〈β, γ〉e,τ between diagrams and
cohomology tables as the expression∑
i<τ,d∈Z
(−1)iβi,dγ≤i,−d
+
∑
d≤e
(−1)τβτ,dγ≤τ,−d +
∑
d>e
(−1)τβτ,dγ≤τ−1,−d(7)
+
∑
d≤e+1
(−1)τ+1βτ+1,dγ≤τ,−d +
∑
d>e+1
(−1)τ+1βτ+1,dγ≤τ−1,−d
+
∑
i>τ+1,d∈Z
(−1)iβi,dγ≤i−2,−d
When e = fτ and γ is the cohomology table of the supernatural bundle of Proposition
2.15, this reduces to the expression given there. If F• is a resolution and F is a
coherent sheaf on Pn−1 we let γ(F) be its cohomology table and define
〈F•,F〉e,τ = 〈β(F•), γ(F)〉e,τ .
That this pairing is the natural one is established by the following which is the
key result of the paper [12], extended somewhat in [15].
Theorem 2.16. For any minimal free resolution F• of length ≤ c and coherent sheaf
F on Pc−1 the pairing
〈F•,F〉e,τ ≥ 0.
The proofs of this uses the spectral sequence of a double complex. It is not long
but somewhat technical so we do not reproduce it here, but refer the reader to
Theorem 4.1 of [12] and Theorem 4.1 of [15], or the latest Theorem 3.3 of [14]. It
is essential that F• is a minimal free resolution. Using the above results we are now
in a position to prove Theorem 1.11 or equivalently Theorem 1.16 b.
Proof. If facet(f, τ) is a facet of type 3 of the fan Σ(a,b), the upper hyperplane
equation is 〈−, γ(E)〉e,τ = 0 where e = fτ and E given in Proposition 2.15. For facets
of type 1 or 2 the hyperplane equations are βij = 0 for suitable i, j.
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Each exterior facet determines a non-negative half plane H+. Since the forms
above are non-negative on all Betti diagrams β(M) in D(a,b) by Theorem 2.16, the
cone B(a,b) is contained in the intersection of all the half planes H+ which again
is contained in the fan Σ(a,b). 
3. The existence of pure free resolutions and of vector bundles
with supernatural cohomology
There are three main constructions of pure free resolutions. The first appeared
on the arXiv.org in September 2007 [11]. This construction works in char k = 0 and
is the GL(n)-equivariant resolution. Then in December 2007 appeared the simpler
but rougher construction of [12] which works in all characteristics. In the paper [11]
there also appeared another construction, resolutions of modules supported on deter-
minantal loci. This construction is somewhat less celebrated but certainly deserves
more attention for its naturality and beauty. It is a comprehensive generalization of
the Eagon-Northcott complexes and Buchsbaum-Rim complexes in a generic setting.
Quite parallel to the first two constructions of pure free resolutions, there are
analogous constructions of vector bundles on Pn−1 with supernatural cohomology.
These constructions are actually simpler than the constructions of pure free reso-
lutions, and were to some extent known before the term supernatural cohomology
was coined in [12]. In the following we let V be a finite dimensional vector space
and let S be the symmetric algebra S(V ) with unique graded maximal ideal m.
3.1. The equivariant pure free resolution. We shall first give the construction
of the GL(V )-equivariant pure resolution of type (1, 1, . . . , 1) and more generally of
type (r, 1, . . . , 1) for r ≥ 1. These cases are known classically, and provide the hint
for how to search for equivariant pure resolutions of any type d.
3.1.1. Pure resolutions of type (1, 1, . . . , 1). In this case the resolution is the Koszul
complex
S ← S ⊗k V ← S ⊗k ∧
2V ← · · · ← S ⊗k ∧
nV
which is a resolution of the module k = S/m. (We consider V to have degree 1, and
∧pV to have degree p.) The general linear linear group GL(V ) acts on each term
S⊗k∧
pV since it acts on S and ∧pV . And the differentials respect this action so they
are maps of GL(V )-modules. We say the resolution is GL(V )-equivariant. To define
the differentials note that there are GL(V )-equivariant maps ∧p+1V
ρ
−→ V ⊗k ∧
pV .
Also let µ : S ⊗k V → S be the multiplication map. The differential in the Koszul
complex is then:
S ⊗k ∧
p+1V
1S⊗ρ−→ S ⊗k V ⊗k ∧
pV
µ⊗1
−→ S ⊗k ∧
pV.
3.1.2. Pure resolutions of type (r, 1, . . . , 1). Let us consider resolutions of type (3, 1, 1).
Example 3.1. In S = k[x1, x2, x3] the ideal m
3 = (x1, x2, x3)
3 has 3-linear resolution.
The resolution of the quotient ring (a Cohen-Macaulay module of codimension three)
is :
S
d0←− S(−3)10
d1←− S(−4)15
d2←− S(−5)6.
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Looking at this complex in degree 3, the exponent 10 is the third symmetric power
S3(V ) of V = 〈x1, x2, x3〉. Looking at the complex in degree 4, we see that 15 is
the dimension of the kernel of the multiplication V ⊗k S3(V )→ S4(V ). This map is
GL(V )-equivariant and the kernel is the representation S3,1(V ) which has dimension
15 (see below for references explaining this representation). The inclusion
S3,1(V )→ V ⊗k S3(V )
induces a composition
V ⊗k S3,1(V )→ V ⊗k V ⊗k S3(V )→ S2(V )⊗k S3(V ).
This is the map d1 in degree 5 and the kernel of this map is the representation
S3,1,1(V ) whose dimension is 6, accounting for the last term in the resolution above.
In general it is classically known that the resolution of S/mr is
(8) S ← S ⊗k Sr(V )← S ⊗k Sr,1(V )← · · · ← S ⊗k Sr,1n−1(V ).
This is a pure resolution of type (r, 1, 1, . . . , 1).
3.1.3. Representations of GL(V ). Let us pause to give a brief explanation of the
terms Sr,1n−1(V ). The irreducible representations of GL(V ) where n = dimk V are
classified by partitions of integers
λ : λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn.
For each such partition there is a representation denoted by Sλ(V ). The details of
the construction are easily found in various textbooks like [23], [8] or [29].
Such a partition may be displayed in a Young diagram if λn ≥ 0. With row index
going downwards, put λi boxes in row i, and align the rows to the left. (Call this
Horizontal display. Another convention is to display λi boxes in column i and top
align them. Call this Vertical display.)
If
λ′ : λ1 + a ≥ λ2 + a ≥ · · · ≥ λn + a,
then Sλ′(V ) = (∧
nV )a⊗kSλ(V ) where ∧
nV is the one-dimensional determinant rep-
resentation. In Example 3.1 we needed to consider tensor products Sλ(V )⊗kSµ(V ).
In char k = 0 this decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations. In
general this is complicated, but in one case there is a simple rule which is of central
use for us in the construction of equivariant resolutions.
For two partitions µ and λ with µi ≥ λi for each i, say that µ\λ is a horizontal
strip (vertical strip with Vertical display) if µi ≤ λi−1 for all i. Thus when removing
the diagram of λ from that of µ, no two boxes are in the same column.
Pieri’s rule.
Sr(V )⊗k Sλ(V ) =
⊕
µ\λ
is a horizontal strip
with r boxes
Sµ(V ).
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3.1.4. Resolutions of length two. Let us examine one more case where equivariant
pure free resolutions are easily constructed: The case when S = k[x, y].
Example 3.2.
S2

4x
3 3x2y 2xy2 y3 0
0 x3 2x2y 3xy2 4y3


←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− S(−3)5


y2 0 0
−2xy y2 0
x2 −2xy y2
0 x2 −2xy
0 0 x2


←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− S(−5)3
The matrices here are chosen so that the complex is GL(2)-equivariant, but we
are really free to vary the coefficients of the first matrix as we like, in an open set,
and there will be a suitable match for the second matrix.
In general one may construct a GL(2)-equivariant complex
(9) S ⊗k Sa−1,0 ← S ⊗k Sa+b−1,0 ← S ⊗k Sa+b−1,a.
This is a resolution of type (a− 1, a + b − 1, 2a+ b− 1). By twisting it with a− 1
it becomes of type (0, b, a+ b).
3.1.5. Resolutions of length three. Now suppose we want to construct pure resolu-
tions of type (d0, d1, d2, d3). Since we may twist the complex by −r to get a pure
resolution of type (d0+r, d1+r, d2+r, d3+r), what really matters are the differences
e1 = d1 − d0, e2 = d2 − d1, and e3 = d3 − d2. Looking at the complexes (8) and (9)
it seems that one should try to construct a complex as follows
S ⊗k Sλ1,λ2,λ3
d1←− S ⊗k Sλ1+e1,λ2,λ3(10)
d2←− S ⊗k Sλ1+e1,λ2+e2,λ3
d3←− S ⊗k Sλ1+e1,λ2+e2,λ3+e3 .
After looking at the numerics, i.e. the dimensions of the representations and the
Herzog-Ku¨hl equations, there is one choice that fits exactly. This is taking
λ3 = 0, λ2 = e3 − 1, λ1 = (e2 − 1) + (e3 − 1).
We must then construct these complexes. To construct d1 one must chose a map
Sλ1+e1,λ2,λ3 → Se1 ⊗k Sλ1,λ2,λ3 .
But by Pieri’s rule the first module occurs exactly once as a component in the
second tensor product. Hence there is a nonzero map as above, unique up to a
nonzero constant. Similarly d2 is given by
Sλ1+e1,λ2+e2,λ3 → Se2 ⊗k Sλ1+e1,λ2,λ3
and again by Pieri’s rule there is a nonzero such map unique up to a nonzero con-
stant. Similarly for d3. Hence up to multiplying the differentials with constants
there is a unique possible such complex (10) with nonzero differentials. What must
be demonstrated is that this is a resolution, i.e. the only homology is the cokernel
of d1. And in fact this is the challenging part.
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3.1.6. General construction of equivariant resolutions. To construct a pure resolu-
tion of type (d0, d1, . . . , dn) in general one lets ei = di− di−1. Let λi =
∑
j>i(ej − 1)
and define the partition
α(e, i) : λ1 + e1, . . . , λi + ei, λi+1, . . . , λn.
Theorem 3.3 ([11]). There is a GL(n)-equivariant resolution
E(e) : S ⊗k Sα(e,0) ← S ⊗k Sα(e,1) ← · · · ← S ⊗k Sα(e,n).
This complex is uniquely defined up to multiplying the differentials by nonzero con-
stants.
These equivariant complexes have a canonical position as follows. Since the com-
plex above is equivariant for GL(n) it is equivariant for the diagonal matrices in
GL(n). Hence it is a Zn-graded complex. Fix a sequence of differences (e1, . . . , en).
Consider Zn-graded resolutions
(11) F0 ← F1 ← · · · ← Fn
of artinian Zn-graded modules which i) become pure when taking total degrees,
i.e. when making a new grading by the map Zn → Z given by (a1, . . . , an) →∑n
1 ai, and ii) such that the differences of these total degrees are the fixed numbers
e1, . . . , en. Each Fi = ⊕j∈ZnS(−j)
βij . We may encode the information of all the
multigraded Betti numbers βij as an element in the Laurent polynomial ring T =
Z[t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn, t
−1
n ]. Namely for i = 0, . . . , n let Bi = ⊕j∈Znβijt
j, which we call the
Betti polynomials. Consider the lattice (Z-submodule) L of T n+1 generated by all
tuples of Betti polynomials (B0, . . . , Bn) derived from resolutions (11). This is in
fact a T -submodule of T n+1.
The Betti polynomial of the module S ⊗k Sλ(V ) is the Schur polynomial sλ and
so the tuple of the equivariant resolutions E(e) is
s(e) = (sα(e,0), sα(e,1), . . . , sα(e,n)).
Fløystad shows that this tuple has a distinguished status among tuples of Betti
polynomials of Zn-graded resolutions of artinian modules.
Theorem 3.4 (Theorem 1.2, [21]). Let char k = 0 and assume the greatest common
divisor of e1, . . . , en is 1. The T -submodule L of T
n+1 is a free T -module of rank one.
The tuple s(e) is, up to a unit in T (which is ±ta, where ta is a Laurent monomial),
the unique generator of this T -module.
3.1.7. Generalizations. The diagram α(e, 1)\α(e, 0) is a horizontal strip living only
in the first row. In [28], S.Sam and J.Weyman consider partitions β and α such that
β\α is a horizontal strip (vertical strip in Vertical display). They give explicitly the
minimal free resolutions [28, Thm. 2.8], of the cokernel of the map (char k = 0):
S ⊗k Sβ(V )→ S ⊗k Sα(V ).
This cokernel may no longer be a Cohen-Macaulay module. It may even have positive
rank. In the case that β\α contains boxes only in the i’th and n’th row for some
i, they show that the resolution is pure, [28, Cor.2.11]. The methods used in this
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paper have the advantage that they are more direct and explicit than the inductive
arguments given in [11].
More generally they give the (not necessarily minimal) free resolution of the cok-
ernel of ⊕
i
S ⊗k Sβi(V )→ S ⊗k Sα(V )
where βi\α are horizontal strips, and if for each i the horizontal strip lives in one
row, the resolution is minimal.
Sam and Weyman in [28, Section 3] also generalize the construction of GL(V )-
equivariant pure resolutions to resolutions equivariant for the symplectic and or-
thogonal groups.
3.2. Equivariant supernatural bundles. The equivariant resolution has an ana-
log in the construction of bundles with supernatural cohomology. Given any ring
R and an R-module F , one may for any partition λ in a functorial way construct
the Schur module SλF , see [8], [23] or [29]. In the case when R = k and F is a
vector space V in char k = 0, with GL(V ) acting, the Schur modules SλV give the
irreducible representations of GL(V ). The construction of SλF respects localization
and so for a locally free sheaf E , an algebraic vector bundle on a scheme, we get
Schur bundles SλE . In particular consider the sheaf of differentials on P
n, the kernel
of the natural map ev:
0← OPn
ev
←− H0OPn(1)⊗k OPn(−1)← ΩPn ← 0.
We may construct Schur bundles Sλ(ΩPn(1)).
Example 3.5. The cohomology of the bundle ΩPn(1) is well known and it has super-
natural cohomology. It is easily computed by the long exact cohomology sequence
associated to the short exact sequence above.
• In the range 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1 the only nonvanishing cohomology HpΩPn(i) is
when p = 1 and i = 0: H1ΩPn ∼= k.
• H0ΩPn(i) vanishes for i ≤ 1 and is nonvanishing for i ≥ 2.
• HnΩPn(i) vanishes for i ≥ −(n− 1) and is non-vanishing for i ≤ −n.
The root sequence of ΩPn(1) is 0,−2,−3, . . . ,−n and its Hilbert polynomial is
1
(n− 1)!
· z ·
n∏
i=2
(z + i).
In general the bundle Sλ(ΩPn(1)) has supernatural cohomology. It is standard
to compute its cohomology by the Borel-Bott-Weil formula in the theory of linear
algebraic groups, [27] or [29]. The computation of its cohomology is done explicitly
in [20, Section 4], or in [16, Theorem 5.6] for the dual bundle. In fact the nonzero
cohomology modules HpSλ(ΩPn(i)) are all irreducible representations SµV , where µ
depends on λ, i and p.
Theorem 3.6. The Schur bundle Sλ(ΩPn(1)) has supernatural cohomology with root
sequence
λ1 − 1, λ2 − 2, λ3 − 3, . . . , λn − n.
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3.3. Characteristic free supernatural bundles. It is a general fact that if F is
a coherent sheaf on PN and PN
pi
99K Pn is a projection whose center of projection is
disjoint from the support of F , then π∗(F) and F have the same cohomology
H i(Pn, (π∗F)(p)) ∼= H
i(PN ,F(p))
for all i and p. (By the projection formula [24, p.124], and since one can use flasque
resolutions to compute cohomology, [24, III.2].)
Example 3.7. The Segre embedding embeds P1 × Pn−1 as a variety of degree n into
P2n−1. If we take a general projection P2n−1 99K Pn, the line bundle OP1(−2)⊗OPn−1
projects down to a vector bundle of rank n on Pn which is the sheaf of differentials
ΩPn . In fact the cohomology of the line bundle OP1(−2)⊗OPn−1 and its successive
twists by OP1(1)⊗ OPn−1(1) is readily computed by the Ku¨nneth formula and it is
a sheaf with supernatural cohomology. It has the same cohomology as ΩPn , and it
is not difficult to argue that the projection is actually this bundle.
This example may be generalized as follows. The Segre embedding embeds Pa×Pb
into Pab+a+b as a variety of degree
(
a+b
a
)
. Consider the line bundle OPa(−a−1)⊗OPb
on Pa × Pb. The line bundle of the hyperplane divisor on Pab+a+b pulls back to
OPa(1) ⊗ OPb(1) and by twisting with this line bundle, the above line bundle is
a sheaf with supernatural cohomology. Taking a general projection of Pab+a+b to
Pa+b this line bundle projects down to the bundle ∧aΩPa+b of rank
(
a+b
a
)
, as may be
argued using Tate resolutions, [22, Prop. 3.4]. The root sequence of this bundle is
a, a − 1, . . . , 1,−1,−2, . . . ,−b. It is natural to generalize this by looking at Segre
embeddings Pa1 × · · · × Par →֒ PN composed with a general projection PN 99K Pn
where n =
∑
i ai.
Theorem 3.8. Let a root sequence be the union of sets of consecutive integers
r⋃
i=1
{zi, zi − 1, . . . , zi − (ai − 1)}
where zi ≥ zi+1 + ai, and let n = a1 + a2 + · · ·+ ar. The line bundle
p∗1OPa1 (−z1 − 1)⊗ · · · ⊗ p
∗
r−1OPar−1 (−zr−1 − 1)⊗ p
∗
rOPar (−zr − 1)
considered on the Segre embedding of Pa1×· · ·×Par has supernatural cohomology. By
a general projection down to Pn it projects down to a vector bundle with supernatural
cohomology of rank
(
n
a1a2···ar
)
and root sequence given above.
Remark 3.9. Although in the case r = 2 the projection is a Schur bundle ∧aΩPn, it
is no longer true for r > 2 that one gets twists of Schur bundles Sλ(ΩPn)(p), as may
be seen from the ranks.
3.4. The characteristic free pure resolutions. In this construction of [12, Sec-
tion 5] one starts with a complex of locally free sheaves on a product of projective
spaces Pm0×Pm1×· · ·×Pmr , whose terms are direct sums of line bundlesO(t0, . . . , tr).
The complex is linear in each coordinate twist and is exact except at the start, so is
a locally free resolution. Then we successively push this complex forward by omit-
ting one factor in the product of projective spaces at a time. Each time some linear
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part of the complex “collapses”, so that at each step we get “multitwisted” pure
resolutions. In the end we will have a singly twisted pure resolution on Pm0 of the
type we desire.
The main ingredient in the construction is the following.
Proposition 3.10 (Proposition 5.3, [12]). Let F be a sheaf on X ×Pm, and denote
by p1 and p2 the projections onto the factors of this product. Suppose F has a
resolution
p∗1G0 ⊗ p
∗
2OPm(−e0)← · · · ← p
∗
1GN ⊗ p
∗
2OPm(−eN )← 0.
where e0 < e1 < · · · < eN . Suppose for some k ≥ 0 the subsequence (ek+1, . . . , ek+m)
is equal to (1, 2 . . . , m). Then Rlp1∗F = 0 for l > 0 and p1∗F has a resolution on X
of the form
G0 ⊗H
0OPm(−e0)← G1 ⊗H
0OPm(−e1)← · · ·
← Gk ⊗H
0OPm(−ek)← Gk+m+1 ⊗H
mOPm(−ek+m+1)← · · ·
← GN ⊗H
mOPm(−eN ).
The proof of this is quite short and uses the hypercohomology spectral sequence.
Example 3.11. Let Y be the complete intersection of m forms of type (1, 1) on
Pa×Pb. Assume m ≥ b+ d where d is a non-negative integer. Let F be the twisted
structure sheaf OY (0, d). The resolution of OY (0, d) is
O(0, d)α0 ← O(−1, d− 1)α1 ← · · · ← O(−d, 0)αd
←O(−d− 1,−1)αd+1 ← · · · ← O(−d− b,−b)αd+b
←O(−d− b− 1,−b− 1)αd+b+1 ← · · · ← O(−m, d−m)αm .
The first coordinate twist is the one we are interested in. If we push this complex
forward to Pa, the above Proposition 3.10, shows that p∗OY (0, d) has a resolution
O(0)α
′
0 ← O(−1)α
′
1 ← · · · ← O(−d)α
′
d
← O(−d − b− 1)α
′
d+b+1 ← · · · ← O(−m)α
′
m .
We see that we adjusted the second coordinate twist so that we got a collapse in
the first coordinate twist resulting in a gap from d to d+ b+ 1. We have a complex
which is pure but no longer linear.
For the general construction, suppose we want a pure resolution of a sheaf on Pn
by sums of line bundles,
(12) OPn(−d0)
α0 ← OPn(−d1)
α1 ← · · · ← OPn(−dn)
αn .
We see in the example above that we get a leap in twist O(−d)← O(−d− b− 1)
by pushing down omitting a factor Pb. The leaps in the pure resolution we want
are di − di−1, so we consider a projective space P
mi where mi = di − di−1 − 1. On
the product Pn × Pm1 × · · · × Pmn we let Y be the complete intersection of M = dn
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forms of type (1, 1, . . . , 1), and let F be OY (0, d0, d1, . . . , dn−1). Its resolution is
O(0, d0, . . . , dn−1)← O(−1, d0 − 1, . . ., dn−1 − 1)← · · ·
←O(−dn−1, d0 − dn−1, . . . , 0)
α′ ← · · · ←O(−dn−1 −mn, d0 − dn−1 −mn, . . . ,−mn)
α′′
←O(−dn, . . . ,−mn − 1)
α′′′
Note that when the coordinate twist corresponding to Pmi varies through 0,−1, . . .
−mi,−mi − 1 (displayed when i = n in the second and third line above), the first
coordinate twist varies through
−di−1,−di−1 − 1, . . . , −di−1 −mi, −di−1 −mi − 1
(= −di + 1), (= −di).
Hence after the projection omitting Pmi , only the first twist −di−1 and the last
−di survive in the first coordinate. After all the projections we get a pure resolution
consisting of sums of line bundles (12) on Pn. Taking global sections of all twists of
this complex, we get a complex
S(−d0)
α0 ← · · · ← S(−dn)
αn .
That this is a resolution follows by the Acyclicity Lemma [11, 20.11] or may be
verified by breaking (12) into short exact sequences
0← Ki−1 ← O(−di)
αi ← Ki ← 0.
By descending induction on i starting from i = n one easily checks that there are
exact sequences of graded modules
0← Γ∗Ki−1 ← S(−di)
αi ← Γ∗Ki ← 0.
3.4.1. Generalizations. In [3] this method of collapsing part of the complex by suit-
able projections is generalized considerably. They construct wide classes of multi-
linear complexes from tensors φ in Ra ⊗Rb1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Rbn where R is a commutative
ring, and weights w in Zn+1 (the twist (0, d0, d1, . . . , dn−1) above is such a weight).
In a generic setting these are resolutions generalizing many known complexes, like
for instance Eagon-Northcott and Buchsbaum-Rim complexes which arise from a
2-tensor (a matrix).
In particular, Theorem 1.9 of [3] provides infinitely many new families of pure
resolutions of type d for any degree sequence d. The essential idea is that given a
degree sequence, say (0, 4, 7), the integers in the complement
· · · ,−3,−2,−1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, · · ·
may be partitioned in many ways into sequences of successive integers, and by clev-
erly adjusting the construction above, all twists in such sequences may be collapsed.
The paper also give explicit constructions of the differentials of the complexes,
and in particular of those in the resolutions constructed above by Eisenbud and
Schreyer.
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3.5. Pure resolutions constructed from generic matrices. We now describe
the second construction of pure resolutions in [11], which also requires that char k =
0. It gives a comprehensive generalization of the Eagon-Northcott and Buchsbaum-
Rim complexes in a generic setting.
3.5.1. Resolutions of length two. For a map Rr−1
φ
−→ Rr of free modules over a
commutative ring R, let mi be the minor we get by deleting row i in the map φi.
The well-known Hilbert-Burch theorem says that if the ideal I = (m1, . . . , mr) has
depth ≥ 2 then there is a resolution of R/I
R
[m1,−m2,...,(−1)rmr ]
←−−−−−−−−−−−− Rr
φ
←− Rr−1.
We get a generic situation if we let F and G be vector spaces with bases f1, . . . , fr−1
and g1, . . . , gr respectively, and set S = Symm(G
∗ ⊗ F ). Then G∗ ⊗ F has basis
eij = g
∗
i ⊗ fj, where the g
∗
i are a dual basis for G
∗. We have a generic map
G⊗k S
[eij ]
← F ⊗k S(−1).
The Hilbert-Burch theorem gives a resolution
S
[m1,−m2,...,(−1)r−1mr ]
←−−−−−−−−−−−−− G⊗k S(−r + 1)
[eij ]
←−− F ⊗k S(−r).
The construction of [11, Section 4] generalizes this to pure resolutions of type
(0, s, r) for all 0 < s < r. This is a resolution
∧r−1F⊗k∧
sF ∗⊗kS ←− ∧
r−1F⊗k∧
sG∗⊗kS(−s)←− ∧
r−1F⊗k∧
r−sF⊗k∧
rG∗⊗kS(−r).
Note that the right map here identifies as the natural map
∧r−1F ⊗k ∧
rG∗ ⊗k ∧
r−sG⊗k S(−s)←− ∧
r−1F ⊗k ∧
rG∗ ⊗k ∧
r−sF ⊗k S(−r).
Also note that the ranks of the modules here are different from the ranks of the
modules in the equivariant case. For instance the rank of the middle term in this
construction is
(
r
s
)
while in the equivariant construction this rank is simply r.
Example 3.12. When r = 5 we derive in the case s = 4 the Hilbert-Burch complex
S
[m1,−m2,m3,−m4,m5]
←−−−−−−−−−−−−− S(−4)5
[eij ]
←−− S(−5)4.
When s = 3 we get a complex
S(
4
3) α←− S(−3)(
5
3)=(
5
2) β←− S(−5)(
4
2).
There is a natural basis of the first term S(
4
3) consisting of three-sets of basis elements
{f ∗i1 , f
∗
i2
, f ∗i3} of F
∗ and a basis for S(−3)(
5
3) consisting of three-sets of basis elements
{g∗j1, g
∗
j2
, g∗j3} of G
∗. The entries of α are the 3 × 3 -minors corresponding to the
columns i1, i2, i3 and rows j1, j2, j3 of the 5× 4 matrix [eij ]. Similarly the entries of
β consists of 2× 2-minors of the matrix [eij ].
When s = 2 we get a complex
S(
4
2) α←− S(−2)(
5
2)=(
5
3) β←− S(−5)(
4
3),
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and when s = 1 we get a complex
S(
4
1) α←− S(−1)(
5
1)=(
5
4) β←− S(−5)(
4
4).
3.5.2. Resolutions of length three and longer. To construct resolutions of length
three one must start with a vector space F of rank r − 2 and a vector space G
of rank r. The resolution of pure type (0, a, a + b, a + b + c = r) has the following
form
S2c−1,1b−1F ⊗k S
α1←− ∧r−2F ⊗k ∧
c−1F ⊗k ∧
aG∗ ⊗k S(−a)
α2←− ∧r−2F ⊗k ∧
b+c−1F ⊗k ∧
a+bG∗ ⊗k S(−a− b)
α3←− ∧r−2F ⊗k S2c,1b−1F ⊗k ∧
rG∗ ⊗k S(−r).
When b = c = 1 this is the Eagon-Northcott complex associated to a generic map.
When a = c = 1 it is the Buchsbaum-Rim complex, and when a = b = 1 we get the
third complex occurring naturally in this family as given in [8, Appendix A.3].
In general for a degree sequence d = (d0, . . . , dc), denote ei = di − di−1. One
chooses G of rank r =
∑c
1 ei and F of rank r − c+ 1. Let γ(e, i) be the partition
((c− 1)ec−1, (c− 2)ec−1−1, . . . , iei+1−1, iei, (i− 1)ei−1−1, . . . , 1e1−1).
This is the dual of the partition α(e, i) defined in the equivariant case. The terms
in our complex will be
H(d, i) = Sγ(e,i)F ⊗k ∧
diG∗ ⊗k S(−di).
The differentials H(d, i)
γi
−→ H(d, i− 1) in the complex are given by
Sγ(e,i)F ⊗k ∧
diG∗ ⊗k S(−di)
↓
Sγ(e,i−1)F ⊗k ∧
di−di−1F ⊗k ∧
di−di−1G∗ ⊗k ∧
di−1G∗ ⊗k S(−di)
↓
Sγ(e,i−1)F ⊗k ∧
di−1G∗ ⊗k S(−di−1).
The last map is due to ∧di−di−1F ⊗k ∧
di−di−1G∗ being a summand of Symm(F ⊗
G∗)di−di−1 .
Theorem 3.13 (Theorem 0.2, [11]). The complex H(d, ·) is a GL(F ) × GL(G)
equivariant pure resolution of type d.
4. Cohomology of vector bundles on projective spaces
In their paper [12], Eisenbud and Schreyer also achieved a complete classification
of cohomology tables of vector bundles on projective spaces up to a rational multiple.
This runs fairly analogous to the classification of Betti diagrams of Cohen-Macaulay
modules up to rational multiple. First we introduce cohomology tables of coherent
sheaves and vector bundles, and notation related to these.
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4.1. Cohomology tables. For a coherent sheaf F on the projective space Pm our
interest shall be the cohomological dimensions
γi,d(F) = dimkH
iF(d).
The indexed set (γi,d)i=0,...,m,d∈Z is the cohomology table of F , which lives in the
vector space T = D∗ = Πd∈ZQ
m+1 with the γi,d as coordinate functions. An element
in this vector space will be called a table.
We shall normally display a table as follows.
· · · γn,−n−1 γn,−n γn,−n+1 · · · n
...
...
...
· · · γ1,−2 γ1,−1 γ1,0 · · · 1
· · · γ0,−1 γ0,0 γ0,1 · · · 0
· · · −1 0 1 · · · d\i
.
Compared to the natural way of displaying γi,d in row i and column d, we have
shifted row i to the right i steps. With the above way of displaying the cohomology
table, the columns correspond to the terms in the Tate resolution (see Subsection
6.5) of the coherent sheaf F . We write H i∗F = ⊕n∈ZH
iF(n). This is an S-module,
the i’th cohomology module of F .
Example 4.1. The cohomology table of the ideal sheaf of two points in P2 is
· · · 6 3 1 ⌊0 0 0 0 · · ·
· · · 2 2 2 2 1 ⌊0 0 · · ·
· · · 0 0 0 0 1 3 8 · · ·
· · · -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 · · ·
In this table there are in the two upper rows two distinguished corners with 0,
indicated with a ⌊, such that the quadrant determined by it only consists of zeroes.
The 0 in the H1 -row is in the column labelled by 2 so it is in cohomological degree
z1 = 2 − 1. The 0 in the H
2-row is in the column labelled by 0 so its degree is
z2 = 0− 2. The sequence z1, z2 is called the root sequence of the cohomology table.
Recall that the classical Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of a coherent sheaf F is
defined by
r = inf{m|H iF(m− i) = 0 for i ≥ 1}.
Definition 4.2. For p ≥ 1 the p-regularity of a coherent sheaf is defined to be
rp = inf{d|H
iF(m− i) = 0 for i ≥ p,m ≥ d}.
(Is is not difficult to show that the numbers r1 and r are the same.) The root
sequence of F is zp = rp − p for p ≥ 1.
(Eisenbud and Schreyer call in [13] the zp the regularity sequence, but by private
communication from Schreyer the notions of root sequence and regularity sequence
were mixed up in that paper.)
Example 4.3. Let E be the vector bundle on P3 which is the cohomology of the
complex
OP3
[x0,x1,x22,x
2
3
]
← OP3(−1)
2 ⊕OP3(−2)
2 [−x
2
2
,−x2
3
,x0,x1]t
← OP3(−3).
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The cohomology table of this is
· · · 21 7 1 0 0 0 0 · · · 3
· · · 0⌉ 1 2 1 0 0 0 · · · 2
· · · 0 0 0⌉ 1 2 1 0 · · · 1
· · · 0 0 0 0⌉ 1 7 21 · · · 0
· · · -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 · · · d\i
.
For a vector bundle E all the intermediate cohomology modules H i∗E have finite
length for i = 1, . . . , m− 1. Also H0E(d) vanishes for d ≪ 0. Hence in this case it
is for rows 0, 1, . . . , m− 1 also meaningful to speak of the corners with 0, extending
downwards and to the left, indicated by ⌉ in the diagram above.
4.2. The fan of cohomology tables of vector bundles. We want to consider
vector bundles whose cohomology tables live in a finite dimensional subspace of
T. Let Zmroot be the set of strictly decreasing integer sequences (a1, . . . , am). Such
sequences are called root sequences. This is a partially ordered set with a ≤ b if
ai ≤ bi for i = 1, . . . , m. The interval [a,b]root is the set of all root sequences z such
that a ≤ z ≤ b. We will consider vector bundles E such that for each i = 1, . . . , m
we have H iE(p) = 0 for p ≥ bi. (This is the same as the root sequence of E being
≤ b. )
As shown in Example 4.3, for a vector bundle we may also bound below the ranges
of the cohomology modules H i∗E for i = 0, . . . , m−1, and we assume thatH
iE(p) = 0
for p ≤ ai+1 for i = 0, . . . , m − 1. In particular note that bi − 1 bounds above the
supporting range of H i∗E and ai+1 + 1 bounds below the supporting range of H
i
∗E .
If E has supernatural cohomology, the conditions means that its root sequence is in
the interval [a,b]root.
Definition 4.4. T(a,b) is the subspace of T consisting of all tables such that
• γi,d = 0 for i = 1, . . . , m and d ≥ bi.
• γi,d = 0 for i = 0, . . . , m− 1 and d ≤ ai+1.
• The alternating sum γ0,d − γ1,d + · · · + (−1)
mγm,d is a polynomial in d of
degree ≤ m for d ≥ b1 and for d ≤ am.
The space T(a,b) is a finite dimensional vector space as is easily verified, since
the values of a polynomial of degree ≤ m is determined by any of m+ 1 successive
values. The last condition for T(a,b) is not really canonical. The conditions are just
to get a simply defined finite-dimensional space containing the cohomology tables
of vector bundles with supernatural cohomology and root sequences in the interval
[a,b]root. Note that set of all positive rational multiples of cohomology tables of
vector bundles whose tables are in T(a,b), forms a positive cone which we denote
by C(a,b).
For a root sequence z : z1 > z2 > · · · > zm we associate a table γ
z given by
γzi,d =
{
1
m!
Πmi=1|d− zi| zi > d > zi+1
0 otherwise.
This is the supernatural table associated to this root sequence.
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Lemma 4.5. If Z : z1 > z2 > · · · > zr is a chain of root sequences, then
γz
1
, γz
2
, · · · , γz
r
are linearly independent.
Hence these supernatural tables span a simplicial cone σ(Z) in T.
Proposition 4.6. The set of simplicial cones σ(Z) where Z ranges over the chains
Z : z1 < z2 < · · · < zr in [a,b]root, form a simplicial fan in T(a,b) which we denote
as Γ(a,b).
Here is the analog of Theorem 1.16.
Theorem 4.7. a. The realization of the fan Γ(a,b) is contained in the positive
cone C(a,b).
b. The positive cone C(a,b) is contained in the realization of the fan Γ(a,b).
In conclusion the realization of Γ(a,b) and the positive cone C(a,b) are equal.
Part a. is a consequence of the existence of vector bundles with supernatural
cohomology which is treated in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3. The proof of part b. is
analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.16 part b., which we developed in Section 2.
We outline this in the next subsection and the essential part is again to find the
facet equations of Γ(a,b).
4.3. Facet equations.
Example 4.8. Let a = (0,−4,−5) and b = (0,−2,−4). Considering the interval
[a,b]root as a partially ordered set, its Hasse diagram is:
bc
bcbc
bc
bc
(0,−2,−4)
(0,−3,−4)(0,−2,−5)
(0,−3,−5)
(0,−4,−5)
There are two maximal chains in this diagram
Z : (0,−4,−5) < (0,−3,−5) < (0,−3,−4) < (0,−2,−4)
Y : (0,−4,−5) < (0,−3,−5) < (0,−2,−5) < (0,−2,−4)
so the realization of the Boij-So¨derberg fan consists of the union of two simplicial
cones of dimension four. Cutting it with a hyperplane, we get two tetrahedra. (The
vertices are labelled by the pure diagrams on its rays.)
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π(0,−4,−5)
π(0,−3,−4)
π(0,−2,−4)
π(0,−2,−5)
π(0,−3,−5)
There is one interior facet of the fan, while all other facets are exterior. The
exterior facets are of three types. We give an example of each case by giving the
chain.
1. Z\{(0,−2,−4)}. Here we omit the maximal element b. Clearly this can
only be completed to a maximal chain in one way so this gives an exterior
facet. The nonzero values of the table γ(0,−2,−4) is
· · · * * * . . . . · · ·
· · · . . . * . . . · · ·
· · · . . . . * . . · · ·
· · · . . . . . * * · · ·
· · · -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 · · ·
The second coordinate is changing from b to its predecessor. Hence the facet
equation is γ2,−3 = 0, since γ2,−3 is nonzero on γ
(0,−2,−4) but vanishes on the
other elements in Z.
2. Z\{(0,−3,−5)}. This chain contains (0,−3,−4) and (0,−4,−5). Clearly
the only way to complete this to a maximal chain is by including (0,−3,−5),
so this gives an exterior facet. The tables associated to these root sequences
has nonzero positions as follows
· · · * * + . . . . · · ·
· · · . . ∼ . . . . · · ·
· · · . . - * * . . · · ·
· · · . . . . . * * · · ·
· · · -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 · · ·
In column −2 each of γ(0,−3,−4), γ(0,−3,−5) and γ(0,−4,−5) has only one nonzero
value, indicated by a +,∼ and − respectively. We see that γ2,−4 is nonzero
on γ(0,−3,−5) but vanishes on the other elements in the chain, giving the facet
equation γ2,−4 = 0.
3. Y \{(0,−3,−5)}. This chain contains (0,−2,−5) and (0,−4,−5). Clearly
the only way to complete this to a maximal chain is by including (0,−3,−5),
so this gives an exterior facet. The nonzero cohomology groups of γ(0,−2,−5)
are indicated by ∗ and + in the following diagram, those of γ(0,−4,−5) are
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indicated by ∗ and −, while those of the element omitted, γ(0,−3,−5), are
indicated by ∗’s, the first + and the second −.
· · · * * * . . . . . · · ·
· · · . . . + + . . . · · ·
· · · . . . - - * . . · · ·
· · · . . . . . . * * · · ·
The diagram is divided into two parts. The upper part consists of all
positions above the ∗ and − positions, and the lower part below the ∗ and
+ positions. There will be an upper and a lower facet equation. Working it
out in a way analogous to Example 2.6, the lower facet equation is given by
the following table
· · · 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
· · · 0 0 4 0+ 0+ 0 0 0 · · ·
· · · 0 -4 15 -20 10 0∗ 0 0 · · ·
· · · 4 -15 20 -10 0 1 0∗ 0∗ · · ·
The meaning of the numbers turns out to be as follows. Taking the negative of
the union of the degree sequences of z+, z and z− we get d = (0, 2, 3, 4, 5). The pure
resolution of this type has exactly the absolute values of the nonzero numbers in the
bottom row as Betti numbers:
S ← S(−2)10 ← S(−3)20 ← S(−4)15 ← S(−5)4.
Proposition 4.9. Let Z be a maximal chain in [a,b]root and z ∈ Z. Then σ(Z\{z})
is an exterior facet of Γ(a,b) if either of the following holds.
1. z is either a or b. The facet equation is γi,d = 0 for appropriate i and d.
2. The root sequences of z− and z+ immediately before and after z in Z differ
in exactly one position. So for some r we have
z− = (· · · ,−(r + 1), · · · ), z = (· · · ,−r, · · · ), z+ = (· · · ,−(r − 1), · · · ).
3. The root sequences of z− and z+ immediately before and after z in Z differ
in two consecutive positions such that for some r we have
z− = (· · · ,−r,−(r + 1), · · · ), z = (· · · ,−(r − 1),−(r + 1), · · · ),
z+ = (· · · ,−(r − 1),−r, · · · ).
Letting i be the position of −(r − 1), the facet equation is γi,−r = 0.
For facets of type 2 the description of the facet equations are as follows.
Theorem 4.10. Let Z be a chain giving an exterior facet of type 2, and let z−, z
and z+ be successive elements in this chain which differ only in the i’th position.
Let f be the degree sequence which is the union of z+, z and z− and let F• be a pure
resolution corresponding to the degree sequence f . The facet equation of this exterior
facet is then
〈β(F•), γ〉e,i = 0
where e = −zi − 1.
We may now prove Theorem 4.7 b.
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Proof. Consider a facet of type 2 of the fan Γ(a,b) associated to the root sequence
z and position i. The upper equation is 〈β(F•),−〉e,i = 0 where e = −zi − 1 and
F• is given in Theorem 4.10. For facets of type 1 or 3 the hyperplane equations are
γi,d = 0 for suitable i, d.
Each exterior facet determines a non-negative half plane H+. Since the forms
above are non-negative on all cohomology tables γ(E) in T(a,b) by Theorem 2.16,
the cone C(a,b) is contained in the intersection of all the half planes H+ which
again is contained in the fan Γ(a,b). 
5. Extensions to non-Cohen-Macaulay modules and to coherent
sheaves
We have in Sections 1 and 2 considered Betti diagrams of Cohen-Macaulay mod-
ules over S = k[x1, . . . , xn] of a given codimension. Shortly after Eisenbud and
Schreyer proved the Boij-So¨derberg conjectures, Boij and So¨derberg, [5], extended
the theorems to the case of arbitrary (finitely generated and graded) modules over
this polynomial ring. The description here is just as complete as in the Cohen-
Macaulay case.
In [13] Eisenbud and Schreyer extended the decomposition algorithm for vector
bundles to a decomposition algorithm for coherent sheaves. This cannot however
be seen as a final achievement since it does not give a way to determine if a table
is the cohomology table, up to rational multiple, of a coherent sheaf on a projective
space.
5.1. Betti diagrams of graded modules in general. The modifications needed
to extend the Boij-So¨derberg conjectures (theorems actually) to graded modules
in general are not great. Let Z≤n+1deg be the set of increasing sequences of integers
d = (d0, . . . , ds) with s ≤ n and consider a partial order on this by letting
(d0, . . . , ds) ≥ (e0, . . . , et)
if s ≤ t and di ≥ ei when i ranges from 0, . . . , s. Note that if we identify the sequence
d with the sequence (d0, . . . , dn) where ds+1, . . . , dn are all equal to +∞, then this
is completely natural.
Associated to d, we have a pure diagram π(d) by Subsection 1.4, such that any
Cohen-Macaulay module of codimension s with pure resolution of type d, will have
a Betti diagram which is a multiple of π(d). Boij-So¨derberg prove the following
variation of Theorem 1.11 for an arbitrary module.
Theorem 5.1. Let β(M) be the Betti diagram of a graded S-module M . Then there
exists positive rational numbers ci and a chain of sequences d
1 < d2 < · · · < dp in
Z
≤n+1
deg such that
β(M) = c1π(d
1) + · · ·+ cpπ(d
p).
The algorithm for this decomposition goes exactly as the algorithm in Subsection
1.7.
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Example 5.2. Let M = k[x, y, z]/(x2, xy, xz2). This is a module with Betti diagram
0
1
2

1 0 0 00 2 1 0
0 1 2 1


which can be decomposed as
1
5
·

1 0 0 00 5 5 0
0 0 0 1

+ 1
10
·

3 0 0 00 10 0 0
0 0 15 8

+ 1
6
·

1 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 4 3 0

+ 1
3
·

1 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 1 0 0


5.1.1. The cone cut out by the facet equations. Let a,b in Zn+1deg be degree sequences
of length (n+ 1). In the linear space LHK(a,b) we know that the positive cone cut
out by the functionals βij and 〈−, E〉e,τ , where e is an integer, 0 ≤ τ ≤ n− 1, and E
is a vector bundle on Pn−1, is the positive cone B(a,b). We may then ask what is
the positive cone Beq(a,b) cut out by these functionals in the space of all diagrams
in the window D(a,b).
Let Bmod(a,b) be the positive cone consisting of all rational multiples of Betti
diagrams of graded modules whose diagram is in the window D(a,b). Since the
functionals are non-negative on all Betti diagrams of modules, by Proposition 2.16,
it is clear that Bmod(a,b) ⊆ Beq(a,b). In [6] they describe the facet equations of
Bmod(a,b). They are limits of facet equations of the type 〈−, E〉e,τ where elements in
the root sequence of E tend to infinity. This shows that also Bmod(a,b) ⊇ Beq(a,b).
Hence the cone Beq(a,b) in D(a,b) cut out by the functionals is simply Bmod(a,b),
the positive cone generated by all Betti diagrams of graded modules with support
in in the window D(a,b).
When c = n, the exterior facets of type 1 (when removing a minimal element), 2,
and 3 in Proposition 2.2 are on unique exterior facets of the full-dimensional cone
Bmod(a,b) = Beq(a,b) in D(a,b). The unique hyperplane equation (up to scalar) of
these latter facets are given by the βij and the upper equation respectively, testifying
to the naturality of these choices in Section 2.
5.2. Cohomology of coherent sheaves. In contrast to the case of vector bundles
the decomposition algorithm for coherent sheaves on projective space is not of a
finite number of steps.
In order to extend the algorithm we need to define sheaves with supernatural
cohomology. Let
z : z1 > z2 > · · · > zs
be a sequence of integers. It will be convenient to let z0 = ∞ and zs+1 = zs+2 =
· · · = −∞. A coherent sheaf F on Pm has supernatural cohomology if:
a. The Hilbert polynomial is χF(d) = d
0
s!
·Πsi=1(d− zi) for a constant d
0 (which
must be the degree of F).
b. For each d let i be such that zi > d > zi+1. Then
H iF(d) =
{
d0
s!
·Πsi=1|d− zi|, zi > d > zi+1
0, otherwise
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In particular we see that for each d there is at most one nonvanishing cohomology
group.
The typical example of such a sheaf is a vector bundle with supernatural coho-
mology living on a linear subspace Ps ⊆ Pm. Let γz be the cohomology table of the
sheaf with supernatural cohomology with root sequence z.
We need to define one more notion derived from a cohomology table of a coherent
sheaf.
Example 5.3. Consider the cohomology table :
· · · 23 11 5 ⌊1 0 0 0 · · · 3
· · · 6 5 4 3 2 ⌊1 0 · · · 2
· · · 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 · · · 1
· · · 0 0 0 0 1 3 8 · · · 0
· · · -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 · · · d\i.
In rows 3 and 2 there are two distinguished corners with nonzero values, marked
with a ⌊ such that in the first quadrant determined by them, these are the only
nonzero values. In this case the root sequence is z1 = 4 − 1 = 3, z2 = 4 − 2 = 2
and z3 = 2 − 3 = −1. We see that there is no corner position in row 1 because
z2 = z1 − 1.
Definition 5.4. Given a root sequence z1 > · · · > zs. The position (i, d) = (i, zi−1)
is a corner position if zi+1 < zi − 1.
We may verify that γz has nonzero values at each corner position. Assume z is
the root sequence of the cohomology table γ of a coherent sheaf. Let αr, αr−1, . . . , α0
be the values of the corner positions of γ, and let ar, ar−1, . . . , a0 be the values of
the corresponding corner positions in γz.
Define
qz = min{
α0
a0
, · · · ,
αr
ar
}.
Eisenbud and Schreyer [13] show the following.
• The table γ − qzγ
z has non-negative entries.
• The root sequence z′ of this new table is < than the root sequence z.
The algorithm of Eisenbud and Schreyer is now to continue this process. For a
table γ, let dim γ be the largest i such that row i is nonzero.
0. Let s = dim γ and γ0 = γ.
1. γ1 = γ0 − qz0γ
z0 where z0 is the root sequence of γ0.
2. γ2 = γ1 − qz1γ
z1 where z1 is the root sequence of γ1.
...
In the case of vector bundles in T(a,b) we are guaranteed that this process stops
at latest when zi = a, and we get the decomposition derived from the simplicial fan
structure of C(a,b), Theorem 4.7. For coherent sheaves this process gives a strictly
decreasing chain of root sequences
z0 > z1 > z2 > · · ·
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and may continue an infinite number of steps. Clearly the top value zis must tend
to −∞ as i tends to infinity. In the end we get a table γ∞ where row s is zero so
dim γ∞ < s. Note that we are not guaranteed that the entries of γ∞ are rational
numbers.
We may repeat this process with γ′ = γ∞, which has dimension strictly smaller
than that of γ. Eisenbud and Schreyer [13] show the following.
Theorem 5.5. Let γ(F) be a cohomology table of a coherent sheaf F on Pm. There
is a chain of root sequences Z and positive real numbers qz for z ∈ Z such that
γ(F) =
∑
qzγ
z.
Both Z and the numbers qz are uniquely determined by these conditions. The qz
are rational numbers if dim γz = dim γ.
The way qz is defined we are only sure that the corner values of γ − qzγ
z stays
non-negative. The essential ingredient in the proof is to show that not only the
corner values stay non-negative but that every entry in the table stays non-negative.
In order to prove the theorem, Eisenbud and Schreyer show that certain linear
functionals are non-negative when applied to the cohomology table of a coherent
sheaf.
6. Further topics
6.1. The semigroup of Betti diagrams of modules. Theorem 1.9 gives a com-
plete description of the positive rational cone B(a,b) generated by Betti diagrams
of Cohen-Macaulay modules in the window D(a,b). Of course a more ultimate goal
is to describe precisely what the possible Betti diagrams of modules really are.
This is a much harder problem and the results so far may mostly be described as
families of examples. Investigations into this has been done mainly by D.Erman in
[18] and by Eisenbud, Erman and Schreyer in [9].
Denote by Bint = B(a,b)int the semigroup of integer diagrams in B(a,b), which
we call the semigroup of virtual Betti diagrams, and let Bmod = B(a,b)mod be the
semigroup of diagrams in B(a,b) which are actual Betti diagrams of modules of
codimension n.
As a general result Erman shows:
Theorem 6.1 ([18]). The semigroups Bint and Bmod are finitely generated.
Not every virtual Betti diagram may be an actual Betti diagram of a module.
Example 6.2. The pure diagram π = π(0, 1, 3, 4) is[
1 2 − −
− − 2 1
]
.
If this were the Betti diagram of a module, this module would have resolution
S
[l1, l2]
←− S(−1)2 ← S(−3)2 ← S(−4).
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But this is not possible since writing S(−1)2 = Se1 ⊕ Se2 with ei 7→ li, there would
be a syzygy l2e1 − l1e2 of degree 2.
However 2π is an actual Betti diagram. Take a sufficiently general map S2
d
←−
S(−1)4, for instance
d =
(
x1 x2 x3 x4
x1 2x2 3x3 4x4
)
.
The resolution of the cokernel of d is then
S2
d
←− S(−1)4 ← S(−3)4 ← S(−4)2.
Also, the equivariant resolution E(1, 2, 1) (recall that 1, 2, 1 are the differences of
0, 1, 3, 4) is given by
S3 ← S(−1)6 ← S(−3)6 ← S(−4)3.
So we see that on the ray determined by π the integer diagrams[
m 2m − −
− − 2m m
]
are actual Betti diagrams for m ≥ 2 but not for m = 1.
Recall that if d is a degree sequence, then π(d) is the smallest integer diagram
on the ray tπ(d), t > 0. The integer diagrams are then mπ(d), m ∈ N.
Conjecture 6.3 ([11], Conj. 6.1). For every degree sequence d there is an integer
m0 such that for m ≥ m0 the diagram mπ(d) is the Betti diagram of a module.
For rays in the positive cone B(a,b) which are not extremal, things are more
refined. The following examples are due to Erman [18].
Example 6.4. The diagram
β =
[
2 3 2 −
− 5 7 3
]
is a virtual Betti diagram in Bint, and
π = π(0, 2, 3, 4) =
[
1 − − −
− 6 8 3
]
is the Betti diagram of the module S/(x1, x2, x3)
2. Erman shows that β+mπ is not
in Bmod for any integer m ≥ 0. In particular Bint\Bmod may not be finite.
In the following example we let S = k[x1, . . . , xp+1] where p is a prime. It gener-
alizes Example 6.2 above which is the case p = 2.
Example 6.5. Erman calculates that the diagram
π = π(0, 1, p+ 1, . . . , 2p) =

 1 2 − − · · · −... − ... ...
− − ∗ ∗ · · · ∗

 .
If mπ is the Betti diagram of a CM-module then its resolution starts
Sm
d
←− S(−1)2m ← · · · .
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An a×(a+m) matrix degenerates in codimension ≤ m+1. Since we are considering
CM-modules, their codimension is one less than the length of the degree sequence
defining π, which is p+ 1. So mπ is in Bmod only if m ≥ p.
Example 6.6. The diagram
β =
[
2 4 3 −
− 3 4 2
]
is a virtual Betti diagram. Erman shows that β and 3β are not in Bmod, but 2β is in
Bmod. In particular the points on Bmod on a ray in Bint may contain nonconsecutive
lattice points.
In [17] Erman is able to apply Boij-So¨derberg theory to prove the Buchsbaum-
Eisenbud-Horrocks conjecture in some special cases.
6.1.1. Module theoretic interpretations of the decomposition. When decomposing the
Betti diagram of a module M into a linear combination of pure diagrams associated
to a chain of degree sequences
(13) β(M) =
t∑
i=1
ciπ(d
i)
where d1 < · · · < dt, one may ask if the decomposition reflects some decomposition
of the the minimal free resolution of M .
Eisenbud, Erman and Schreyer, [9], ask if there exists a filtration of
(14) M = Mt ⊃Mt−1 ⊃Mt−2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ M1 ⊃M0 = 0
such that the Mi/Mi−1 have pure resolutions ciπ(d
i). Of course in general this
cannot be so since the coefficient ci in the decomposition of β(M) may not be
integers. However even in the case of integer ci, examples show there may not exist
such a filtration of M or even of M⊕r for r ≥ 1, [28, Ex. 4.5]. There is the question
though if some deformation or specialization ofM orM⊕r for r ≥ 1 could have such
a filtration.
In [9] they give sufficient conditions on chains of degree sequences such that if
M has a decomposition (13), the ci are integers and there is a filtration (14). As a
particular striking application they give the following.
Example 6.7. Let S = k[x1, x2, x3] and p = 2k + 1 be an odd prime. Consider the
pure diagrams
π(0, 1, 2, p) =


(
p−1
2
)
p2 − 2p
(
p
2
)
−
...
...
− − − 1

 , π(0, p−2, p−1, p) =


1 − − −
...
...
−
(
p
2
)
p2 − 2p
(
p−1
2
)


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and
π(0, k, k + 1, p) =


1 − − −
...
− p p −
...
− − − 1

 .
If α+ 1 +
(
p−1
2
)
≡ 0 (mod p) the diagram
β =
1
p
π(0, 1, 2, p) +
α
p
π(0, k, k + 1, p) +
1
p
π(0, p− 2, p− 1, p)
is an integer diagram and the integer diagrams on the ray of β are mβ where m is
a positive integer. In [9] they show that if M is a module with Betti diagram mβ,
then it has a filtration (14). Thus the coefficients in the decomposition of mβ are
integers and so m must be divisible by p. Hence we have a ray where only 1
p
of the
lattice points are actual Betti diagrams of modules.
6.2. Variations on the grading. The Boij-So¨derberg conjectures concerns mod-
ules over the standard graded polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xr] where each deg xi = 1.
Since the conjectures have been settled, it is natural to consider variations on the
grading or finer gradings on the polynomial ring and module categories. Specifically
each degree of xi may be an element of N
r
0\{0} and the modules Z
r-graded. When
the module category we consider is closed under direct sums, the positive rational
multiples of their Betti diagrams form a cone. The topic one has been most inter-
ested in concerning other gradings, is what are the extremal rays in this cone. This
is the analog of the rays of pure resolutions. More precisely one is interested in
finding the Betti diagrams β(M) such that if one has a positive linear combination
β(M) = q1β(M1) + q2β(M2),
where M1 and M2 are other modules in the category, then each β(Mi) is a multiple
of β(M).
In the case S = k[x, y] and deg x = 1, deg y = 2, this is investigated in the note
[1] by B.Barwick et.al. where they give candidates for what the extremal rays are,
although no proofs.
Also with the polynomial ring in two variables, Boij and Fløystad, [4], consider
the case when deg x = (1, 0), deg y = (0, 1). They fix a degree sequence (0, p, p+ q)
and consider bigraded artinian modules whose resolution becomes pure of this type
when taking total degrees by the map Z2 → Z given by (d1, d2) 7→ d1 + d2. Let
P (p, q) be the positive rational cone generated by such modules.
Theorem 6.8 ([6]). When p and q are relatively prime the extremal rays in the
cone P (p, q) are parametrized by pairs (a, I) where a is an integer and I is an order
ideal (down set) in the partially ordered set N2, contained in the region px + qy <
(p− 1)(q − 1).
In particular there is a maximal order ideal in this region; it corresponds to
the equivariant resolution. And there is a minimal order ideal, the empty set; it
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corresponds to a resolution of a quotient of monomial ideals given in the original [6,
Remark 3.2].
For the polynomial ring in any number r of variables, Fløystad [21] lets deg xi be
the i’th unit vector ei. He considers Z
r-graded artinian modules whose resolutions
becomes pure of a given type (d0, d1, . . . , dc) when taking total degrees. He gives
a complete description of the linear space generated by their multigraded Betti
diagrams, see Theorem 3.4 in this survey.
Instead of Betti diagrams one may consider cohomology tables arising from other
gradings. Eisenbud and Schreyer in [12] consider vector bundles F on P1×P1. The
cohomology groups
(15) H iF(a, b), i = 0, 1, 2, (a, b) ∈ Z2
give a cohomology table in ⊕(a,b)∈Z2Q
3. One gets a positive rational cone of bigraded
cohomology tables and one may ask what are the extremal rays of this cone. If for
each (a, b) the cohomology groups (15) are nonvanishing for at most one i, F is
said to have natural cohomology. In [12] they give sufficient conditions for a vector
bundle with natural cohomology to be on an extremal ray.
Let us end the subsection with a quote by F.-O. Schreyer [14]: “Very little is
known for the extension of this theory to the multi-graded setting. I believe that
there will be beautiful results ahead in this direction.”
6.3. Poset structures. In the unique decomposition of a Betti diagram
β(M) =
s∑
i=1
ciπ(d
i)
that we consider, we require that the degree sequences form a chain d1 < d2 < · · · <
dr.
C.Berkesch et.al., [2], show that this order condition is reflected on modules with
pure resolutions.
Theorem 6.9 ([2]). Let d and d′ be degree sequences. Then d ≤ d′ if and only
if there exists Cohen-Macaulay modules M and M ′ with pure resolutions of types d
and d′ with a nonzero morphism M ′ → M of degree ≤ 0.
They also show the analog of this for vector bundles. This point of view may
be fruitful when trying to understand decomposition algorithms of Betti diagrams
under variations on the gradings.
D. Cook, [7], investigates the posets [a,b]deg and shows that they are vertex-
decomposable, Cohen-Macaulay and square-free glicci.
6.4. Computer packages. Macaulay 2 has the package “BoijSoederberg”. We
mention the most important routines in this package.
• decompose: Decomposes a Betti diagramB as a positive linear combination
of pure diagrams.
• pureBettiDiagram: Lists the smallest positive integral Betti diagram of a
pure resolution of a given type.
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• pureCohomologyTable: Gives the smallest positive integral cohomology
table for a given root sequence.
• facetEquation: Computes the upper facet equation of a given facet of Type
3.
• Routines to compute the Betti numbers for all three pure resolutions con-
structed in Section 3.
– The equivariant resolution.
– The characteristic free resolution.
– The resolutions associated to generic matrices.
The package “PieriMaps” contains the routine PureFree to compute the equi-
variant resolutions constructed in Subsection 3.1, and the routine pieriMaps to
compute the more general resolutions of [28], see the end of Subsection 3.1.
6.5. Three basic problems. The notes [19] is a collection of open questions and
problems related to Boij-So¨derberg theory. We mention here three problems, which
we consider to be fundamental. (They are not explicitly in the notes.)
In [12] Eisenbud and Schreyer give a decomposition of the cohomology table of a
coherent sheaf on Pn involving an infinite number of data. It does not seem possible
from this to determine the possible cohomology tables of coherent sheaves up to
rational multiple.
Problem 1. Determine the possible cohomology tables of coherent sheaves on Pn
up to rational multiple. Can it by done by essentially a finite number of data? (At
least if you fix a suitable “window”.)
Let E = ⊕dimVi=0 ∧
i V be the exterior algebra. A Tate resolution is an acyclic
complex unbounded in each direction
· · · → Gi−1 → Gi → Gi+1 → · · ·
where each Gi is a free graded E-module ⊕j∈ZE(j)
γi,j . To any coherent sheaf F is
associated a Tate resolution T (F), see [10]. Tate resolutions associated to coherent
sheaves constitute the class of Tate resolutions which are eventually linear i.e. such
that Gi = E(i − i0) for i ≫ 0 and some integer i0. Hence the following is a
generalization of the above Problem 1.
Problem 2. Determine the tables (γi,j) of Tate resolutions, up to rational multiple.
A complex F• of free S-modules comes with three natural sets of invariants: The
graded Betti numbers B, the Hilbert functions H of its homology modules, and the
Hilbert functions C of the homology modules of the dualized complex D(K), where
D = Hom(−, ωS) is the standard duality.
When H and C each live in only one homological degree, F• is a resolution of a
Cohen-Macaulay module and Boij-So¨derberg theory describes the positive rational
cone Betti of diagrams B and, since H and C are determined by B, the set of the
triples (B,H,C). If H only lives in one homological degree, i.e. F• is a resolution,
we saw in Subsection 5.1 that Boij and So¨derberg, [5], gave a description of the
possible B which are projections onto the first coordinate of such triples, up to
rational multiple.
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Problem 3. Describe all triples (B,H,C) that can occur for a complex of free S-
modules F•, up to rational multiple. Also describe all such triples under various
natural conditions on B,H and C.
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